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These lectures were written in conjunction with
the book: Moment in the Sun by Robert and Leona
Train Rienow; Dial Press, New York, 1967, Bal-
lantine Books, New York, 1969. It is suggested
that the book be used as a basic text to comple-
ment the course.

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS

COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTEDRobert Rienow

TO ERIC AND ORGANIZATIONS OPERATING
UNDER AGREEMENTS WITH THE U.S. OFFICE OF
EDUCATION. FURTHER REPRODUCTION OUTSIDE

THE ERIC SYSTEM REQUIRES PERMISSION OF

THE COPYRIGHT OWNER."

Copyright 1969 by Robert Rienow

(All noncommercial, educational rights for this
guide, within the State of New York, have been
remanded to the Regents and the Commissioner of
Education by Mr. Rienow until December 30, 1974.)



Suggested use of this series is
in discussion groups to stimulate
political and social action.
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Note to all Lecturers

In response to the great numbers of individual
citizens who have written in asking "What can I do
to help?" projects have been drawn up to complement
the lectures.

It must be remembered that although the passage
of laws for the control of pollution, insecticides,
landscape destruction, and so on, are essential and
require public drive for their enactment, the most
vital ingredient of all progress in redeeming our de-
graded world must be passionate citizen interest and
action. It may be said categorically that no law
will be enforced -- no improvement in environment
attained -- until and unless vocal, continuin. ublic
support is it.

In other words, the passage of an antipollution
law is like the wiring of a new house. The wiring is
essential to having light. But the house will remain
in darkness until the citizen-owner enters and snaps
the switch. Recently I inquired of the proper offi-
cial in Albany why a certain stack emitting volumes
of smoke, in direct violation of the law, was permit-
ted to continue polluting the air of the neighborhood.
The response was, simply, "Nobody has protested about
it yet."

It must also be remembered that it is local
attitudes, and local action, that must be relied on
to redeem the condition of the nation as a whole.
If each citizen cleans up his own backyard and street
frontage, the entire city is rehabilitated. In the
same way, if each community and county solves its own
problems, the entire country will be restored.

V
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Study Guide
Lecture #1 Man Against His Environment

Resume

This lecture is designed to undo our complacency
about our environment and show the danger inherent in
fomenting a constant battle with nature.

Man assumes the role of arbiter in his relation to
the myriad forms of life on earth, but he does so out of
ignorance. He pits himself against his environment. In
the abuses that befall him he has proof of Goethe's ob-
servation that "Nothing is more dangerous than ignorance
in action."

We are the victims of cultural inhibitions that
stand in the way of better stewardship of our surround-

ings. They constitute a set of beliefs in materials pro-
gress, bureaucratic competence, scientific prowess, pur-
suit of personal gain, and population growth.

The abuses to our environment are in reality but
symptoms of these more fundamental social ills. Their
cure rests in the understanding approach of the ecologist,
advance agent of a weird and miraculous and evolving
science.

We are only a part of a great web of life, and we
break the weave at our own jeopardy.

The troubles of the environment find themselves
translated ultimately into political issues. Our gutting
of our habitat not only impoverishes our future, it deprives
us forever of the quality of life.

Recall

1. What are the signs around us of our ecological

blindness?

2. What economic drives undermine our latent desire for

a livable environment?

3. Is the analysis of a living culture possible?

4. What cultural viewpoints contribute to our environ-

mental blunders?



5. How does the science of ecology become the basis of
understanding of an improvement in our environment?

6. In what sense are environmental decisions political
decisions?

Reflection

1. Why must man adjust his philosophy to ecological
truth?

2. Is there an "establishment" of exploitation?

3. Do you see any hints here that the quality of life
is undermined by our quantitative expectations?

4. How does each of the following propositions strike at
the quality of our environment:

a. More of everything is better than less.
Expansion is progress.

b. The government won't let anything happen to us.

c. Science will remedy our errors.

d. Get what you can get, but get it now.

e. Have as many children as you want, if you can pay
for them.

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Do the beliefs that were asserted to exist and that
beat down on the environment truly prevail? Collect and
analyze carefully the corporate advertisements that lend
credence to or disprove the points made in this lecture.
Which of them are frankly designed to allay public concern
and promote public apathy regarding the condition of the
environment? Which of them encourage waste? Over-use and
over-production? Appeal to speed and greed, rather than
need? Which of them are constructed to perpetuate the out-
worn and disproved myth of everlasting plenty?

If any ads offend you in any of these categories, write
the corporations responsible for an explanation, and

.2.



register your protest. The officials are much more
sensitive to the opinion of a thoughtful, inquiring
citizen than you believe. The ad is drawn up to ap-
peal to the kind of person they think you are; in changing
that image you can change their entire approach to selling.

References

Rienow, Robert and Leona Rienow, Moment in the Sun.
New York; Dial, 1967. Paperback; N.Y.: Bal-
lantine, 1969.

Cole, LaMont C., "Can the World Be Saved?" Bioscience,
p. 679, July, 1968. Also New York Times Magazine,
p. 35ff, March 31, 1968.

Ehrlich, Paul R., The Population Bomb. New York:
Ballantine, 1968. pp. 110-130.

Herber, Lewis, Our Synthetic Environment. New York:
Knopf, 1962.
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Study Guide
Lecture #2 Too Many People

Resume

The growth of the human species is out of control.
Historically the addition of a billion people to the
population has come about in less and less time until
today it occurs in a span of fifteen years.

Our trouble stems directly from our introduction
of control of deaths without a compensating control of
births. A truly phenomenal growth factor is built into
the statistics for the immediate future with near cer-
tainty. That is, the proportion of the population of
breeding age is so large that even with unanticipated
restraint a bulge in population is sure.

Population pressure is the direct cause of environ-
mental problems. It is people who crowd outdoor recrea-
tional space, whose wastes defile our surroundings, and
whose demand for food compels use of pesticides and
chemicals to foul our streams and seas.

The nitrogen applied to our farm lands washes into
lakes and rivers where, added to the nitrates of sewage,
it feeds the algae. The algae prospers, dies and rots
and makes poisonous brew. All this in consequence of our
need and concern for feeding ever-increasing masses of
people.

Monoculture pressed upon us by too many people, sub-
jects our crops, too, to depredation by harmful insects
because there are no barriers between plants. Thus nature's
battle plans against any particular insect are disrupted and
man dominates the fray with poisons. And more poisons.
So we have a pesticide problem.

Worst of all a civilization faced with ever more
mouths to feed, more people to satisfy, dedicates its
great effort, devotes itself, to the challenge of keep-
ing ever more people alive. This goes on endlessly sup-
ported by humanitarian motives but, in reality, debasing
the mission of a more noble goal for society.

Recall

1. How do the statistics prove we are overbreeding in
the world?

.4.



2. Is there a relation between pollution and population?

3. Can you trace the path of nitrate pollution from farm
to lake and stream?

4c How damaging is nitrate pollution?

5. How is nitrate pollution related to population?

6. What is Monoculture?

7. Why does the use of pesticides follow on the practice
of monoculture?

8. What evidence is there that we worship fecundity?

9. How much arable land does it take to sustain the Amer-
ican diet?

Reflection

1. Is it likely that man as a species -- like any other --
suffers a violent setback when his numbers proliferate un-
duly?

2. Is the population problem primarily a feeding problem?
Explain.

3. Does it appear that our natural environment can with-
stand the pressure of trying to feed hundreds of millions
about the world. What then happens to the moral issue?

4. Pesticides, it has been noted, like most of man's inter-
ventions, simplified the ecosystem. What restraints are
lost in a simplified system?

S. Is it true that a primary mission of food production
debases the more noble purposes of a society?

6. Can we await individual decisions of family planning
or are the times critical enough for collective controls?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Investigate the abortion laws of your state. What,
precisely, do they call for? In the view of our environ-
mental problems how should they be changed? Prepare reso-
lutions for, groups to which you belong on the issue with



an outline of the environmental arguments on the problem.

[The technique of the group resolution has great
potential. It carries much more weight than a
placard. Learn how to draft such a resolution
and how to make the best use of it after passage
through distribution to press and public figures.]

References
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Study Guide The Growth Panic
Lecture #3

Resume

Purpose

Since the dawn of history man has worshiped certain
natural and unnatural phenomenon. We no longer burn in-
cense to sacred cows. Instead, we worship the production
graph, the Gross National Product. As contemporary Ameri-
cans, we pledge ourselves as a great people and a great
nation to expend our lives, goods and energies in pander-
ing to an overexpanding, insatiable appetite. In this lec-
ture, you are asked to ponder whether this constant expan-
sion will not deface, disfigure and despoil the environ-
ment beyond the point where any other values can be recog-
nized.

Definition of the Growth Panic and Its Effects

Here, we question the national principle that the big-
ness of a nation can be measured only in terms of its quan-
Tifaive growth. Growth -- any kind at all as long as it's
jumping -- is said, in the western nations, to be synonymous
with "progress." What some have labelled "economic expan-
sion," I call The Growth Panic. Economic expansion is not
synonymous with progress because, besides affluence, it
brings such things as the growth of smokestacks, transmission
lines, cancer, nervous disorders and mental aberrations.

The effects of the growth panic are found wherever Amer-
ican standards are aped. For example, the copying of our in-
dustrial standards in Germany and Russia has engendered the
almost irredeemable pollution of the Rhine and Volga rivers.
This incessant preoccupation with expansion has changed our
vt:lues. The promises and speeches of our politicians do not
ask if we want such things as more peace of mind, more care-
free living, more quiet or more health. Rather, they promise
us more roads, more industry and more trade.

Our offspring will feel the full effects of our adora-
tion of growth because they will be deprived of all choice
of environment. We are making irreversible decisions with
no consideration of their effects other than whether they
will enhance our economic expansion.

.7.



The Question of Technology

Some have justified the growth panic in terms of the
advances in technology. However, they assume that these
innovations are both neutral and beneficial in their ef-
fects upon man and his environment. I question these as-
sumptions and ask whether man shall be the Master or the
Victim of his technology.

A National Ecological Trust: A Recommendation

In order that we may have a sane procedure for assess-
ing the consequences of our actions upon the environment,
many scholars, government officials and concerned citizens
have proposed the establishment of an environmental council
similar to England's National Ecological Trust. This council
would be a revered, prestigious, and knowledgeable board of
environmental experts free of industrial attachments whose
goal would be the protection of the environment. The estab-
lishment of such a council would mean that, for the first
time in our history, the environment would have an official
champion.

Recall

1. Define and give examples of what is meant by "the growth
panic."

2. What effect does "the growth panic" have upon man's en-
vironment, his values and his heirs?

3. What human values are implicit in the nation of "the
growth panic?"

4. How is the new technology related to the problem of "the
growth panic?"

5. What is meant by the term National Ecological Trust?
What would be its structure and its goal?

Reflection

1. Evaluate the following quotation: "Are we sacrificing
all the pleasure of living, the beauty, the amenities, to
the appetite of industry? Can we continue to go to the
church of the G.N.P. and not give up our entire heritage in
its collection plate?"

.8.



2. Should the ecologist have a role in the way man changes

his environment? Why or why not?

3. Is progress synonymous with economic expansion? Discuss
and evaluate the values which underlie your answer.

4. Evaluate the following question: Shall man be the Master
or the Victim of his technology?

5. Evaluate the proposal for a National Ecological Trust in
terms of the concerns which have motivated its recommenda-
tion.

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Make a list of items in your standard of living that you
could do without. Now, what environmental amenities would
you substitute for the things you have abandoned? Can you
consciously challenge the commitment of appetite that society
has chained you to?

2. Try the face-to-face route of changing public opinion
which sociologists say is so important. Monitor your own
personal conversations at meetings, at church, over the
luncheon table, to jar loose your niche of society from the
worship of growth.

References
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Study Guide
Lecture #4

Resume

Even the Greatest Lean

Purpose

The goal of this lecture is to develop an awareness
of the importance of the study of ecology and to convey
a feeling for the concerns of this subject.

Definition and Discussion

Ecology may be broadly defined as the study of the
interdependence of all life forms. The ecologist is con-
cerned with such questions as: why are there many schools
of fish in one part of the ocean and not in another? He
is the man who remained in the fields and forests to
study nature while other scientists, such as the botanist
and the zoologist, moved indoors into the laboratories
for most of their work.

Ecology may be studied from a variety of perspectives.
Three of these are the parasitic, the predacious and the
symbiotic. The relationship between the cow and the cow-
ElTd, which is said to capture the annoying insects
flying about the cow's legs, illustrates the mutually bene-
ficial living together of two dissimilar organisms which
characterizes symbiosis.

The study of ecology can absorb a lifetime due to
the vastness of the subject. The series of examples given
in the lecture demonstrates the depth of this subject.

Developing An Ecological Conscience

Our'ignorance of the intricacies of ecological re-
lationships has borne disastrous consequences. The
destruction of a multitude of ancient civilizations as
well as current problems, such as the series of recent
floods in Southern California, are examples of the results
of our lack of, or disdain for, ecological knowledge.
In order to abolish this ignorance, thoughtful, concerned,
individuals, like Aldo Leopold, have called for the
development of an "ecological conscience." It seems clear
that only through the attainment of environmental education
will man be able to understand nature's laws and thereby,
safeguard his existence.



Recall

1. Define Ecology.

2. Define the terms "naturalist" and 'bcologist."

3. Broadly, what differentiates the ecologist from the
botanist and the zoologist?

4. What are three of the ways in which ecology may be
studied? Cite examples.

5. What is meant by "ecological backlash"? Cite
examples.

6. Define and give examples of an "ecological conscience."

Reflection

1. Discuss and evaluate the following quotation:

"But all ecological sins come home to roost, and
bitterly indeed have the once richly endowed civili-
zations of the past paid for their rape of nature.
In America the long overdue account of our disregard
for ecological laws is only now beginning to be
presented. The payments must be made, if not cash,
then in blood."

2. Evaluate the following quotation:

"Ecology must become the first, and I shall say,
the foremost study of our people--if we really want
to carry on."

3. What is the significance of the study of ecology in
a world permeated by the values which underlie the
"Growth Panic?" Is there a conflict of human values
between the two? If so, how should this conflict be
resolved? (refer to Lecture #3).

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. The most significant understanding demanded of this
generation is an appreciation of the interdependence of
all life, of man's place in the chain of life. Form a
committee to solicit the professional support of school
officials and teachers and to introduce ecological studies

.12.



in the school curriculum. Bring the matter to the atten-
tion not only of the school authorities but build a public
awareness of the fundamental character of this undertaking.

Your committee can be a committee of 100 or 500 but in
that case you will have to work through an executive body.
Another way of forming an action committee is to keep it
small but to set up a list of sponsors or, an advisory council.

2. Gather all the books and articles you can assemble on

chemical and biological warfare. Here is a direct effort
by man to upset natural balar:es. What ecological risks
does man run by pursuing the experimentation, let alone set-

ting the weapons loose?

Find out what advance preparations have been made for
the disposal of obsolete concoctions. Are they being neu-
tralized or merely dumped into the sea? Since much of this
field is overgrown with security precautions you will have

to take into consideration the international ramifications.
However, a letter to your congressman might be appropriate
in this instance, and a letter to your newspaper, well
thought out, may alert your fellow citizens to whatever
hazards you discover exist.

3. There is a very new magazine published by the Committee

for Environmental Information (a not-for-profit group of
eminent nationally known scientists) whose address is 438
North Skinker Boulevard, St. Louis, Missouri. Its aim, ac-
cording to its editors, is to "provide scientific informa-
tion relevant to political and social issues, without bias

or prejudgment, in the belief that the dissemination of such

information is necessary for a democratic society in a tech-

nological age." Published ten times yearly, it is a choice

source of up-to-date information on selected issues of en-

vironmental quality.
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Study Guide The Squeeze on Earthly Space
Lecture #5

Resume
/

Purpose

The fight for open space is today a desperate and
bitter struggle. This was not always the case. In fact,
only a few years ago, there were an average of only 27
people per square mile of land in our nation. Today, we
average over 67 people per square mile on the same amount
of land. This lecture concerns the current land crisis
in this country. The causes, effects and possible solu-
tions of this problem constitute the focus of this lecture.

Causes and Effects of the Space Problem

Housing and commercial developments, the burgeoning
airports, and the corrupt, aggressive and mindless build-
ing of roads are the three most voracious consumers of
open space. They destroy the beauty of the countryside,
upset the harmony of nature and abolish the environment
in which man can breathe fresh air, live serenely and be
alone with the wonders of nature. The most serious con-
sequence of this senseless destruction of our open spaces
has been upon the quality, the real "happiness values" of
human existence. The example of the effect of "nature
therapy" on the cure of mental disorders dramatically illus-
trates this point and shows the importance of open space to
man's psychic and material needs.

Possible Solutions

Monorails, the building of airports in our harbors and
proposals for different styles of housing are only stop-gap
measures which merely scratch the surface of our space prob-
lem. The unreflective manner in which we build our roads,
houses, industrial complexes and airports is at the heart
of our space panic. The only real solution appears to lie
in the minds of men and the way we order our values. Thus,
for example, when next you are asked to go to the polls and
blindly approve five or six millions (or billions) for more
roads -- stop, question -- ask why? Is this needed? Why?
Shall we continue to give first priority to mobility as a
function of the environment? Does nothing else demand con-
sideration?
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Recall

1. What is the space dilemma we now face?

2. Define and cite examples of its major causes.

3. What have been the consequences of our mindless destruc-
tion of open space?

4. How can we solve the problem of our lack of open space?

Reflection

1. Discuss and evaluate the human values that have fostered
the destruction of our open space.

2. Does man need open space? Explain your answer. To what
uses can it be put?

3. Discuss and evaluate the following quotation:

"Our 'cures' for congestion thus far are all aspirin for
the headaches, while the disease spreads in the nation's
body untreated. Aspirin is not to be discounted; it is
needed so that the mind is relieved to concentrate on the
real cure. But it should never be set forth as the cure."

4. In the long term is the open space problem dependent on
population control for solution?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Locate the local government agency which has or is most
likely to have jurisdiction over the preservation of open
space. Get a statement of policy (if there is one) on open
space. Is there a formula applied? Call the attention of
officials to any inadequacy.

2. Joining with other interested citizens or groups make a
survey of obvious areas in your community that are suitable
for parks, playgrounds, picnic grounds, or trails, and may
be threatened with commercialization. Outline a campaign
for preservation of these open spaces.
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Study Guide
Lecture #6 The Great American Thirst

Resume

Purpose

This lecture introduces the problem of the conserva-tion of our water resources. The nature of this problem,
its causes and its effects upon man and his environment
are discussed in this lecture.

The Water Crisis: An Overview

The "water crisis" refers to the fact that, as a nation,
we do not have an inexhaustible supply of water resources. As
a matter of fact, the select Committee on Water Resources of
the U. S. Senate estimated that by 1980, we shall have allo-
cated every last drop of water from natural sources. The
seriousness of this problem is shown by the examples of the
Colorado and Potomac rivers as well as the notice that in the
Southwest, especially Texas, it has become necessary to mine
water from irreplaceable sources.

Our expanding population with its basic need for water
(coupled with its growing utilization of water-using gadgets)
our burgeoning industry and our agriculture are the three
major consumers of our water supply. These giant water fau-cets, our tendency to pollute and spoil our water resources,
and the fact that a serious lack of rainfall exists in cer-
tain parts of our nation constitute the major causes of our
water crisis.

The vastness of this problem and its effects upon manand nature are demonstrated by the series of illustrations
in the lecture. Once we have recognized the existence and
importance of the water crisis, we can begin to devise solu-
tions for it. An analysis of some of the major schemes for
solving this problem constitutes the subject of the next
lecture.

Recall

1. What are the three major drains on our water supply?

2. If approximately 700 of the earth is composed of water,
why is there a water crisis?
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3. Define the "water cycle."

4. Define and illustrate the "mining" of water.

5. What are the causes of our water shortage?

Reflection

1. Discuss the relationship between the problem of our
water resources and the need for the development of an
"ecological conscience."

2. Discuss and evaluate the following quotation:

"Everywhere, pollution and uncared-for-wastes destroy
the quality, and therefore the value, of all the water as
soon as it falls on the contaminated water sheds. The real
trouble now is: we render useless the good water we have."

3. The surface drainage of pesticides and fertilizers from
agricultural lands to both underground and suriace water sup-
plies builds a toxic threat to ecological balance, and even
to human life. How is this situation an outcome of popula-
tion pressure?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. In league with fellow citizens or a club to which you
belong, arrange with your community's water officials for
a tour of the facilities. From interviews, observation, and
records, prepare a history of the development of water sources.
What is being done now? Is there a plan for the future?
Press for consideration of future needs with the preparation
of memoranda and resolutions.
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Study Guide
Lecture #7

Resume

Water Witches cf the Future

The water problem changes character from region to
region. But everywhere it is critical. In Texas and New
Mexico fossil water that will never be replenished is
being withdrawn. In the crowded Northeast, pollutants
are the menace. Thus, Lake Erie which is a septic tank
for ten million is degraded as a source of water.

Where will more water come from to satisfy the needs
of ever more people? And the needs of a water-hungry
industry and a parched agriculture?

Our agricultural position is in large part the exploi-
tation of natural capital. We grow for export crops that
we irrigate with irreplaceable water! Our industry is
wasteful, up to now not driven by the necessity to save.
There are big and little leaks in our domestic water sys-
tems and we are profligate.

Plugging up leaky faucets is imperative. But it won't
satisfy the astronomical water needs of tomorrow! 650 bil-
lion gallons a day by 1980.

Recycling is one answer. Plans have been advanced and
blue-printed for 'salvaging 100 million gallons of drinking
water a day from the effluent of New York City.

Desalination, however dramatic, cannot measure up to
expectations. We would need 270,000 desalting plants along
our shores. If we use nuclear power for the process we
must solve the massive radioactive waste problem first.
Furthermore, pumping from sea level to where man lives is
another obstacle. Australia, a flat continent, finds the
pumping costs twice that of desalting.

Working along with the natural water cycle might be
less dramatic but more productive. Nurturing our upland
watersheds as in the Adirondack Forest Preserve holds prom-
ise so long as the pressure of people does not invade those
areas, too. Forests, humus and cover hold water back from
run-off so that it seeps into aquifers and from there feeds
the springs and streams. Israel, too, has done wonders by
working with nature. Pakistan (with little forest cover)
is faced with crisis for even its reservoirs silt.
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The way-out proposals fascinate us--like towing
glaciers to our ports. Hydraulic engineering is a stop-
gap. What we need is a sensitive nurturing of our
environment.

Recall

1. What is fossil water?

2. How do you characterize the water problem of the
northeast?

3. Do we have more people than we can supply with
water?

4. Can you cite the water demands of agriculture?

5. What are the future demands for water?

6. Is the potential desalting capacity equal to
projected water demands?

7. What obstacles stand in the way of a desalting
program?

8. Why was the Bolsa Island project cancelled? Is this
indicative of trends?

9. Why is pumping such an important factor in a de-
salinization program?

10. How does the "forever wild" feature of the Adirondack
and Catskill Forest Preserve relate to the water supply?

11. How does forest land hold water?

Reflection

1. What is wrong with growing crops to export by draw-
ing on fossil water and taking the life out of the soil?

2. Can we afford to be squeamish about recycled water?
Is this a price we pay for population expansion?

3. Michael Frome writes "The National Forests protect
water supplies of hundreds of cities and towns, and
furnish irrigation water', flood protection and hydro-
electric power." How? (Moment in the Sun, p. 63)
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4. "Is John Bardach prophetic? Will it, as he suggests,
be the grave lack of water that will at last force; upon
us regulation of population increase?" (Moment in the
Sun, p. 65)

5. Texas, faced with an end to fossil water in the High
Plains, has launched a vast reservoir and aqueduct project
to meet the impending shortage. Are hydraulic works the
answer?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Organize a group to map the sources of pollution of the
nearest river or lake. In consultation with sanitary engi-
neers of the community work out a technical solution. Now
organize a political movement that will create the kind of
support the technicians need to be successful. In this con-
nection, your Izaak Walton League (1326 Waukegan Road,
Glenview, Illinois 60025) will prove a wonderful ally. They
have been fighting water pollution for forty years.

2. Interview a water official on the causes of waste of
water. Now investigate the extent of such waste and write
a series of letters to the newspaper outlining a solution.
Are the rates high enough? Are all users metered? Is
inspection tight enough?
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Study Guide Wilderness: Our Wolf Mother
Lecture #8

Resume/

Purpose

This lecture introduces the problem of the conserva-
tion of our wilderness. In conjunction with a discussion
as to the effects of the wilderness upon man and his en-
vironment, the question as to how critically we still need
our wilderness is answered.

The Wilderness Crisis: An Overview

We are the generation of last decision. The question
of whether we want to preserve the remaining 1 1/2 percentof the vast and breath-taking wild beauty which once be-
longed to America must be answered now. Technology has
made it possible to destroy natural wonders as old as man-
kind in a matter of hours. If we continue to delude our-
selves with the dream that money can replace anything, we
will soon be awakened by a nightmare, for all that will re-
main of our natural wonderland will be empty plains and
gutted hills. Several non-profit organizations such as
the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society and the National
Park Association have been working for the public interest,
but they have not always received the support that their
efforts deserve. At times, their existence is jeopardized
such as in the case of the Sierra Club, which has lost its
tax-free status because of its efforts to prevent the Grand
Canyon from being dammed. Yet, the Sierra Club continues
many programs which beautify America. Its trash removal
programs are very successful, and they involve the efforts
of over 70,000 interested members. We must demand that the
Sierra Club be reinstated as a non-profit organization, and
we must begin to support the efforts of the different public
interest organizations. We must not be waylaid by the mag-
netic pull of the economic drive.

The wilderness which once suckled us is not obsolete
in today's society. Fortunately, we have not been abandon-
ed by our mother. The wilderness continues to provide
water resources, to preserve rare animal species, to link
us with our past and to provide a natural drawing card for
foreign visitors. If Americans are going "soft" it is be-
cause they have lost the "trick of quiet" which reminds men
of the bigness outside themselves.
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We can never replace what we have destroyed, but we
can begin to organize campaigns to preserve what remains
of our fragile wilderness. Let us pay heed to the words
of Michael Nadel. "The uncommon man needs periodic soli-
tude and tranquillity for his survival. In the wilderness
the uncommon man may have his being. Only the common ma-
lign the generative voice of silence." Since we live in
an age of rising crime Tates and suicides, we should not
ignore the wilderness which exudes an almost mystical pow-
er to heal and to rehabilitate. The Trail Blazer Camps
help troubled boys and girls from the city to find new
hope. "We do not know of one camper who has been involved
in a crime once he or she has spent four weeks at camp."

Scientists hope to surpass the efforts of nature with
the development of special hybrids, but their gain .,.s only
momentary because the hybrids soon lose their vithity and
nature never reveals her secret of survival. Recognizing
the power of nature, the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations has launched a world-wide campaign to
find and to save whatever wild plants remain. Their hunt
is intensified by the threat of starvation which lurks in
the future. Only those nations with remnants of wilderness
can hope to rejuvenate the decaying stock; thus the remain-
ing bits of wilderness must be considered as a "genetic
bank."

If "Literature always anticipates life," as Wilde
believed in 1890, then much importance must be attached to
Stuart Udall's observation that, ".., the distinct turn-
down of our literature from hope to bitterness took place
almost at the precise time when the frontier officially
came to an end..." Nature, culture and art seem to be
inextricably entwined, and the destruction of one fore-
shadows the destruction of the other elements. An illustra-
tion of the various destructive forces which are constantly
threatening our remaining wilderness are the sonic bourns
which have caused rock slides in the Navajo National Monu-
ment in Arizona. Each remaining piece of wild beauty on
the path of new routes for supersonic jets will suffer more
destruction. The fate of the wilderness remains in our
hands, our vote, and one chance to decide its fate. There
is no recall.

Recall
1

1. What factors exert the greatest pressure on our wilder-
ness?
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2. What are the major contributions of the wilderness
which continue to justify its existence?

3. The fate of the old Indian peach is an illustration
of what important principle?

4. What do we mean by the term "genetic bank?"

5. How would you answer the old man's question, "What's
the matter with folks today?"

6. How does the wilderness contribute to the balance of
payments problem?

7. Why is it imperative that any question regarding the
fate of the wilderness be carefully considered?

Reflection

1. Discuss the relationship which exists between nature,
art and culture.

2. If National polls shows that 90 percent of the Amer-
ican's questioned want something done about saving land,
why does our wilderness continue to be so swiftly destroyed?

3. Discuss the validity of the following quotation of
DeVoto.

For a nation that grows more metropolitan and
industrialized every year, the experience of
solitude, even the simple fact of quiet, has
become inestimable ...

4. "The more urban our life has become, and the more fran-
tic with technological change, the sicker and more embitter-
ed our literature, and I believe, our people, have become.."
Stuart Udall.

Do you agree with Stuart Udall's observation?

5. Do you think that the "Multiple Use" theory provides
one possible solution to the wilderness problem? Can wilder-
ness be "handled?"
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Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Get in touch with The Wilderness Society, 729 Fifteenth
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C., 2000 for an investigative
assignment in their continuing effort to delineate the bound-
aries of wilderness areas under the Wilderness Act. You may
set up a rewarding relationship. Their magazine, The Living
Wilderness, can keep you abreast of happenings.
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Study Guide
Lecture #9

Resume

Wilderness and the Human Animal

Purpose

This lecture considers the problem of the destruction
of our wilderness. In this lecture, the nature of this
problem, its causes and effects upon man and his environ-
ment, and programs for preserving our waning wilderness are
discussed.

The Wilderness Crisis: An Overview

Man's apparently insatiable thirst for profit has led
to a critical situation whereby the American wilderness is
making its last stand for survival. Men must recognize and
accept the fact that "Wilderness made man, but he cannot
make it. can only spare it." The indiscriminate de-
struction of our wilderness is illustrated by the temporar-
ily defeated proposal to build two hydroelectric dams in one
of our choicest remnants, The Grand Canyon. Efforts to pre-
serve our wilderness are thwarted by profit-oriented groups
which often work in conjunction with the government perpet-
uating mammoth swindles on the American public such as the
formation of National Redwood Park. The remaining "super-
lative" old redwoods will be destroyed unless the 2,400
acres still to be purchased are no longer designated to be
a "buffer brushland." The destructive trend can be reversed
by making ourselves heard through constituency feedback. The
Great Smokies were rescued from being slashed in two by a
superhighway, through the efforts of concerned individuals
who provided constituency feedback. The "preservation ethic"
must become the fundamental ethic of man.

At best, a tenuous relationship exists between the pre-
servation of the wilderness and the civilized animal. Law
ish investments in headache remedies and cigarettes will not
provide the needed balm for our tension-ridden, money orient-
ed society. As we continue to insist upon deciding what the
future generation will have to see, to marvel at, to go to
for healing and solitude, we usurp a power better denied to
man. For example, what if we continue the wanton destruc-
tion of our wild ducks at our present roller coaster pace,
at which 1968 surveys showed teal down 40 percent?

Our children will have little left to console them-
selves except unending strips of concrete, the remnants of
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outdated highways. As we carve up the remaining 300,000 acresof Big Thicket of Texas at the phenomenal rate of 50 acres perday, it is not long until the Big Thicket, once comprising 315million acres of luxuriant forest, will only exist as a para-graph in a history book. Many of our natural wonderlands arebeing sacrificed to our distorted values.

The National Park System

Thirty-three unique primitive parks and eighty-two na-tional monuments suggest that the sun does shine on our Na-tional Park System. Although Americans still laud the menwho dreamed up the first of all of these, Yellowstone, in1872, future generations will hardly look upon us with grat-itude as we open the gates of the parks to destructive enter-prises. The greatest threat seems to be posed by the uncon-trolled hoards of people who seek to love our parks to death.As these hundred million visitors and their automobiles de-scend on our parks, they inflict multiple injuries. Effortsto accommodate them raises the question of how long our parkscan survive. Severe rationing and mounting fees provide pos-sible solutions for the preservation of our rare scenery.Men's vacation movements will have to be regulated and ration-ed as men's major worries become those of finding open spaceand good drinking water.

The Plight of the Redwoods

The American people are the victims of a giant hoax.The original 2,000,000 acres of "superlative" redwood treeshave as of 1969, been reduced to 110,000 acres and few trees
are safe from the blow of the ax. The new 58,000 acre Na-tional Redwood Park comprises less than 1 1/2 percent of theoriginal redwood stands and although it is designated as amajor park, it is meager in size when compared to other na-tional parks like nearby Yosemite which is 760,000 acres.The American people must fight back to preserve their fast
disappearing wilderness.

Recall

1. Define and illustrate what we mean by the "preservation
ethic."

2. Considering the crisis in beauty, what is the most ef-
fective weapon the American people possess to fight against
private interests which influence government policy?
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3. Who owns the Big Thicket and how does this influence
its existence?

4. What factors have contributed to the flourishing of
Isle Royale in Lake Superior while the future of other
national parks is threatened?

5. What are the two primary interest groups sapping the
strength of our park system?

6. What is the primary cause for the eventual necessity
to ration and regulate men's activities?

7. Who is responsible for the destruction of the redwood
trees? Are you?

Reflection

1. Discuss why a conflict exists between a civilized ani-
mal and the wilderness.

2. Discuss the relevance of the quotation, "As vultures
gather the end is near" in relation to the problem of the
preservation of our ravished wilderness.

3. Discuss at least two of the irritations imposed upon
us by our too-large population.

4. Accepting the present condition of our wilderness, what
recommendations would you suggest.

5. Discuss and evaluate the following quotation:

The point is that, all our new resolutions
of knocking the dollar from its throne to
the contrary, when the individual decision
comes up, we have not been strong enough to
"kick" our profit addiction. We continue
in the obscene old routine as, bit by bit,
our environment shrinks and is further scar-
red under *' rapacity of our primitive
greed.

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Study the details of the new Redwood National Park and
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take note of the gaps still to be filled.* With this back-ground make an inventory of redwood products being sold inyour community. Is it worthy of a boycott? How would youorganize a boycott? What support can you get from merchants?From the media? What forces are you up against?
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Study Guide When Man Plays God
Lecture #10

Resume

Man is predacious. But he is careful to concoct a
reason for the extermination campaigns he launches for any
creature. Even the pigeon was indicted as a germ carrier
to justify its poisoning.

America was swarming with wildlife when European man
arrived. Some few species had been exterminated by prim-
itive man and there had been a toll of species by natural
evolution. But modern man has by slaughter of bird, beast,
reptile and the destruction of their habitats eliminated 50
species during the brief history of this nation. It is a
dark and bloody record.

One of these victims of man's progress was the heath
grouse of which the last specimen burned in a brush fire on
Martha's Vineyard in 1916. What kind of a crime is it to
drive one species after another to extinction with 78 now
on the brink? It certainly doesn't make us feel very proud.
It carries barbaric overtones.

Our conscience and our ecological common sense is be-
ginning to tell. We are making tremendous efforts to save
the whooping crane. Why should we?

There are bread and butter reasons. Each species has
a niche in a web of life of which we, too, are a part. De-
spite this truth it is gravely doubtful that every creature
must justify its existence in terms of man's welfare.

All of these threatened species have sojourned here
much, much longer than man. The alligator is a living fos-
sil. He has lived through natural calamities by the score
over his 150 million years of existence. Only man -- or is
it woman? --- now challenges the right of alligators to
exist. The exploitation of the alligator's hide constitutes
a vested interest.

So it is with the sea otter. It was hunted to near ex-
tinction for its silky fur. And now surviving under legal
protection it contests with man for part of its food supply,
the abalone. The abalone divers are better organized than
the sea otters and the otter has no vote.

Greed has pushed the blue whale to extinction too.
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The coyote competes rather directly with the sheep
raisers. The odds are uneven. Though he can howl the
coyote cannot do it in the halls of Congress. And so the
infamous and very cruel official poisoning program goes
on. Whole chains of life are broken by the 1080 all be-
cause the coyote attacks a sick lamb on occasion. The
rodent problem is aggravated.

And so it is with all our endangered species. We ex-
ploit them too greedily, or we begrudge them their habitat,
and so we push them to the brink. We thus impoverish our-
selves by denying ourselves their company. Moreover, with-
out predators, without scavengers, without birds we would
soon be overwhelmed by rodents, insects and rot. The whole
ecosystem is so intricate it is dangerous in our ignorance
to play at being God.

Recall

1. Was primitive man an exterminator too? What is his
record?

2. How serious is the depletion of species by modern .aan?
What is the box score?

3. What is the story of the black heath hen?

4. Is it possible to relate the usefulness of most species
to man's welfare? Explain.

5. What is the tale of the alligator and why is he in such
jeopardy?

6. What does the account of the sea otter tell us about the
competition with man for survival?

7. Why is the coyote under attack by man? Does the battle
make ecological sense?

8. Why is the peregrine falcon disappearing all around the
world?

Reflection

1. How do you distinguish between the ecological consequences
of evolutionary extinction of species and man,caused exter-
mination?
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2. Is Pete Farb right when he says: "Surely future mil-
lennia will list as a major natural disaster the establish-
ment in North America of European man."

3. Do you see any shame attached to our history of exter-
mination? In what sense is it ecologically catastrophic?

4. Is our effort on behalf of the whooping crane something
to be proud of? Why or why not?

5. "We must decide;' said former Secretary Udall "whether
we want to live securely at the top of a broad based pyra-
mid of life or perched precariously on a slender column
whose supports have been clipped and hacked and blasted
and bulldozed away?" What has this observation to do with
pushing species into oblivion?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. You can keep your information on the fate of wildlife up
to date by associating yourself with Defenders of Wildlife,
731 Dupont Circle Building, Washington, D. C., 20036. Reg-
ularly you will be advised waere in the policy making process
you can make your influence felt.

2. Does your community have a sanctuary for birds and ani-
mals? Find out how it is governed and administered and
where there is a need for volunteer help .in management.
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Study Guide Parade of the Doomed
Lecture #11

Resume

We can, if we are of good will and understanding, do
something about our dwindling wildlife, But only if our
concern is genuine.

Take the polar bear. As long as we stand aside while
so-called sportsmen kill them at the rate of 1400 a year,
and so long as we condone the sale of wall-to-wall polar
bear carpeting, the cause is lost, We need to support the
International Union for, the Conservation of Nature which
is making a world-wide effort on behalf of the polar bear.

Or take the Tule Elk. The history of its persIcution
is sordid. Even yet the defense of this gentle, red-coated
dwarf species is an uphill battle against hunters, ranchers
:nd developers of the lovely Owens Valley. Against these
odds only sensitive public, opinion can save the remaining
246 Tule Elk. There is a fight every year to keep hunters
away, spearheaded by the Committee for the Preservation of
the Tule Elk, 5502 Markland Drive, Los Angeles, California
90022.

Wildlife is being crushed out the world over. The tigers
of India are down to 2,800 from 40,000 fifty years ago. And
still the slaughter persists. On what basis do we veto the
arrangement that put them on earth ith

Incredibly, amongst the 78 species threatened with extinc-
tion in the United States, is the American symbol, the white
or so-called Bald Eagle, He is a victim of poison, bullets,
and bulldozers.

Perhaps less dramatic but nonetheless sorrowful is the
plight of the mourning dove who is hunted in many states dur-
ing a critical part of its nesting season. Champions of this
plaintive bird are many but outstanding is Dr, Henry Weber, a
former naval surgeon of La Quinta, California (Box 227). But
mobilizing support against predatory interests is difficult.

Most of us are now aware of what is befalling our wild-
life. We live in a lunk-headed euphoria of "inexhaustible"
natural bounty. Once we awake, we can support a reasonable
control of hunting; the control of poisons, and habit.t pres-
ervation.
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The example of the Horicon Marsh of Wisconsin is a
good one. After a series of devasting disappointments
"Curly" Radke saw this project of restoring the swamp
through 16 sessions of the legislature. His victory is
now celebrated annually by the honking of returning geese
and the din of gossiping flocks of ducks who have come
back to live in Horicon Marsh. Radke's success can be an
example to us all.

We could support the Endangered Species Act and boy-
cott purchase of the skins of rare species. We need not
aid the traffic in dwindling tropical species of birds.
We don't have to eat sea-turtle soup.

We can recognize the collateral right of other creatures
to their niches in the web of life. It would be well for
us if we did.

Recall

1. What threatens the polar bear?

2. What is the Tule Elk story?

3. Why is it necessary to organize around the defense of a
species?

4. How many Tule Elk are left? Why is the number too low
for assured survival?

5. Are the numbers of Tigers critical for the species?

6. Why is the American White Eagle in jeopardy?

7. Why does the mourning dove need consideration?

8. Why must we prod our bureaucrats where the situation
calls for help to a species?

9. What lesson do we learn from the Horicon Marsh episode?

10. What did President Johnson mean by "constituent feed-
back?"

Reflection

1. Philosophicclly, is there reason to be concerned over the
fate of a species such as the polar bear?
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2. Is the profligacy of wall-to-wall polar bear carpeting in
any way a social offense?

3. If we are short of room for ourselves ought we to set a-
side a small valley for the Tule Elk?

4. Ought the tiger to be exterminated? Why or why not?

5. How do you account for the sudden surge of numbers of
species under threat of extinction?

6. Should the marketing of the hides of endangered species
or of live specimens be prohibited? Is this an effective
social regulation (according to the editors of the Christian
Science Monitor)'?

7. Is the preservation of species ecologically sound?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Natural areas are identified, acquired, and administered
fol. the public benefit by the Nature Conservancy, 1522 K. St.,
N. W., Washington,D. C., 20005, which has chapters through-
out the country. Investigate its works in your area in sav-
ing habitat for species. Get in touch with the local officers;
they are in dire need of volunteers in their educational and
management tasks.

2. Form a group, or interest one already formed, to control
the purchase of pelts and pets which are rare or endangered.
Launch an educational program -- for school, public and
merchants -- to discourage buying the products of species
whose survival is threatened, such as alligators or the leop-
ard.
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Study Guide
Lecture #12 Agony of Cities

/
Resume

Purpose

We have experienced an historically unprecedented move-
ment of people into our cities. This aggravates the environ-
mental problems especially for the least advantaged part of
the population.

Cities in the past were harmoniously related to the
countryside about them. Then inhabitants did not lose their
contact with nature. Man's biological adaptation is being
jeopardized by his urban, artificial surroundings. This is
but one argument for bringing open space to the city, and
green belts to its environs.

Key to Future

There are many variations of open space programs reflect-
ing the ingenuity of citizens. The vital key, we are told,
is beautification -- what is pleasing and healing for the
human animal. Yet our cities are given over to the tensions
of ugliness and squalor. Even in man-made aspects such as
buildings, monumentality -- impressive beauty -- is rare.

Proposed "New Cities"

The "new city" movement, a wonder technologically, is
a barren proposal, profligate of open space and pursuing a
soulless cement and steel solution to urban woes.

The essence, however, lies in the neighborhood concept
which is closely related to physical environment. It's not
only an urban problem; as a people we fall short everywhere
in our commitment to beauty and to the amenities that raise
"existence" into the category of joyful "living."

In the countryside we have some natural beauty by de-
fault; we haven't yet gotten around to destroying it. In the
cities it takes conscious effort to create and preserve such
touches of nature. It will take much more insistence if the
population bomb continues to explode and we are faced with
what the planner Doxiados calls "Ecumenopolis" -- a world
plastered over with one continuous city. In such a world,
people masses do not flourish; they fester. Indeed,nature
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will eliminate the human race long before this nightmare
can occur. Hence, open space is not an amenity but a sur-
vival necessity.

Recall

1. How does the flow of people to our cities compare with
the population movements of history?

2. What distinguishes the city of today, from that of a
century ago?

3. Is there any scientific basis for assuming you cannot
divorce man from nature?

4. What priority do we, as an urban society, give beauty
(according to Philip Johnson, the architect)?

5. How can the physical structure of the city contribute
to its sense of community?

6. What is the picture you have of Ecumenopolis?

Reflection

1. Ought public policy discourage migrations? Does the
strange new environment contribute to its abuse by migrants?

2. Does a city in a megalopolis lack provision for amen-
ities? What is the impact of such lack on the dignity of
men?

3. Do the environmental evils truly concentrate in the
ghettoes? Is their abatement therefore a matter of social
justice?

4. Does the filth that surrounds us burden our vocabulary
and so our literature with earth-laden terms too heavy for
spiritual communication?

5. Do we really agree that beauty deserves no priority.
Ought population be so controlled that we could give it a
priority? When you have to ask these quesTIFni has the
society been overbreeding?

6. Is the social worker right who regards the purchase of
a Redwood National Park as a levy on the slum? What ration-
ale can we apply to meet this argument? Is it acceptable?
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7. Does a national commitment to a policy of reverence for
God's creation or the belief in compassion buttress these
qualities of life throughout the society?

8. "A town is saved, not more by the righteous men in it
than by the woods and swamps that surround it." Is this
observation valid?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. In cooperation with the local school system and the
Parent-Teachers Association, locate, map, describe, and
champion the preservation of landmarks for their historical
or architectural value.

What measures, what ordinances, and what programs are
needed to carry out your purposes?

2. Investigate (through a Natural Beauty Commission, if
your state has one) the possibility of a sign ordinance.
Take steps to.prepare your community for such a move to
remove the clutter of competitive signs and to standardize
their design and to restrict their location. Local Chambers
of Comex-6e are now quite likely to give assistance in such
matters.
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Study Guide
Lecture #13

Resume

Strangulation by Freeway

Highways and freeways,bisect our countryside, our com-munities and our lives. Already the builders have cement-plated an area equal to that of entire New England, and
created a "waffle grid" countryside.

The great evil of roads is that they do violence to the
sociological integrity -- the life patterns of people -- andphysical ecology -- the life forms of the land -- of the areasthey invade. It is total commitment to a single priority --mobility -- to "getting there." It is subordination to theauthority of engineers in social matters of which they areusually not only ignorant, but irresponsibly destructive.

The examples are legion of the defenders of historic,human and natural values battling the builders. The focalpoint of this destructive force is Washington, D. C. This
seems inevitabl'.- for a movement buttressed by such politicalmoney and muscle. Anyway, Washington, D. C. is now on thedrawing board, hereinafter referred to as the carving board.
Fantastic plans are afoot to destroy the river fronts, cut aswath through the parks, and desecrate the historic George-
town section, all with a madman's maze of arterials, bridgesand cloverleaves. Much of it is incredible as, for example,the spectacular proposal for gutting out the Tidal Basin.

Road building has now become an end in itself; it isan American mania. The terror i--, it is the way it feeds onits own power and strangles public voice and decision-making.

Cities are becoming little more than the hubs of trans-portation wheels. Neighborhoods are bifurcated, impenetrable
walls segment the business and social life of the city. Lookat Nashville, the Athens of the South, where the black commu-nity is protesting Interstate 40.

Roads are attracted by the cheapest routes -- helpless
places like public parks and the neighborhoods of the poorand uninfluential. Their construction aggravates the prob-
lem of the environment and the racial issues that plague us.

The solution seems to be in the direction of a crash
movement for mass urban transportation. Powerful voices
are already crying out against the monopolization and poison-ing of city centers by the automobile. Many now call for a
complete ban in the heart city.
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The important thing is that we begin to do what we do
with understanding and purpose, not mindlessly as hereto-
fore. It is imperative indeed that we see a road for what
it is, with permanent liabilities, grievous ones, attached
to it. It must not be looked at as a job cornucopia, a
community bonanza, a gravy train, and a federal fund bleeder.
There are better ways to create jobs than by transforming
our countryside into a cement-plated desert.

Indeed, has anyone thought that by returning our sewer-
rivers to their once clean and sparklir.g condition, great
new arteries of travel would be opened? Anr! the "Sunday
drivers" might relax in the deck chairs of pleasure steamers
rather than dodge through the gassy traffic of today's acci-
dent prone roadways? It is a vision worth pursuing.

Recall

1. In what anti-social directions does excessive road
building take us?

2. Why can we not leave the construction of a road to
highway engineers alone?

3. Why is the road builder driven to invade parks and
poor districts?

4. What are the plans (temporarily quashed) for roads
and freeways in the capital city of Washington, D. C.?

5. How do the numerous open spaces affect the wild plan-
ning of the freeway builders in Washington, D. C.?

6. What is the proposal for the disposition of the High-
way Trust Fund?

7. How would you characterize the view of Clevelanders
toward mass transit? Is it constructive or not?

8. Do recent elections indicate support or opposition to
bond issues for rapid transit systems in major.cities?
What conclusions do you draw?

9. Is there any reason to believe that downtowns of city
centers will be off-limits to automobiles in the near future?
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Reflection

1. "Highway planners become highwaymen stealing the integ-
rity of the community." In what sense is this true?

2. Does the public character of the road-building enter-
prise push it in the direction of political organization?
Can you account for its muscle as a lobbying force?

3. Can you conceive of giving a bird sanctuary priority
over a road plan?

4. Should there be local and decentralized review and com-
munity decision on highway proposals that affect the lives
of people?

5. Is the neighborhood of such intrinsic value as to warrant
avoiding it or by-passing it with freeways?

6. A federal official is quoted as saying, "It isn't in the
cards for Washington to mount a massive effort to solve urban
problems." Is not the Federal Government through its road
program creating some of those problems? What do you conclude?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Every new road and highway must now be openly challenged
for its effect on the environment. Every arterial or clover-
leaf must be questioned not because there may be economic
doubt but because there undoubtedly is environmental damage.
There is a secrecy about road plans. For fear of speculation
and opposition preliminary proposals are seldom broached pub-
licly. Road engineers are notoriously myopic about the social
and environmental consequences of their projects. However,
the recent battles over arterials and cloverleaf intersections
have encouraged more awareness.

Organize a committee to wait on your planning board to
ascertain what role they play in the road development with-
in their jurisdiction. Draft the schedule of steps that
are followed in deliberations on a new road. When are the
findings opened to public scrutiny? When are the hearings
provided? Do you regard the process as an open, impartial
and democratic one? Would an ombudsman serve a useful pur-
pose here? What reform grows out of your investigation?
How will you gain attention for it?
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2. Take your same committee and convert it into a watch-
dog committee. Keep ahead on the secret project', your load
planners and district officials have under wraps. Take
over the championship of the environment. Which proposal
is the least destructive of higher values? Which is obvi-
ously an attempt to use up available government funds in
pork-barreling?

Review the next freeway or cloverleaf proposal. Is it
necessary? Take part in the process of review. Attend the
hearings. Participate in them.

Also, push counter proposals for mass transportation.
When you consider the cost of such modern, convenient mass
transportation, remember that almost any price will be pref-
erable to the waffle-grid landscape we face if such trans-
portation is not quickly adopted, and if the highway lobby
is permitted free rein much longer. Consult with local
planning boards; are they ecologically oriented? Confront
your state and local highway commissioners and your legis-
lative committees which authorize these projects.
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Study Guide Outfalls May Be Our Downfall
Lecture #14

Resume

Fish kills are indicative of the toxic state of our
lakes and streams. Our creeks and rivers suffer from ce-
ment washings, industrial poisons, petroleum runoff, chem-
ical spills. Annually the Federal Government publishes a
requiem called "Fish Kills" and the toll (which is bound
to be incomplete) runs to tens of millions. If fish can't
live there the waters are useless, if not actually hazardous,
to man.

Once they were gay centers of recreation; we now turn
our backs on the murky, pestilent rivers. Many still liv-
ing remember the Hudson for its gala outings. Now, neither
it nor any other major river, is more than a degraded sewer!

One wonders whether the images one carries in his mind
that together constitute patriotism are not of pleasant vis-
tas now tainted by pollution. One can ask whether the erod-
ing of the one is not associated with the corrosion of the
other.

What youngster, for instance, can retain a proud vi-
sion of his great country when he knows the putrid facts
about the Great Lakes? Lake Erie is, as has often been
reported, irredeemably defiled. One after another of the
Great Lakes -- victims of the insults of industry, commerce,
agriculture and municipalities --- is going the way of Lake
Erie. The lamprey was introduced as a result of the intro-
duction of international shipping. The ecology was dis-
torted. The alewives went out of control. Now salmon have
been introduced to restore the balance. Even the salmon,
however, are not propagating in the DDT tainted waters of
Lake Michigan.

Worst of all a great potential water source is lost to
pollution. The lakes are becoming vats of chemical solutions
difficult if not impossible to treat. Latest news is that
even cold, deep Lake Superior is now suffering from contam-
ination of the tailings of the taconite industry.

Waste treatment is not magic. Primary treatment re-
moves only the solids; it is 50 percent effective. Sec-
ondary treatment substracts another 30 percent of the con-
taminants. At best with tertiary processing 90 percent to
95 percent of the wastes are eliminated.
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Indeed, some critical chemicals can be handled only
by the human kidney!

We have marketed products harmful to the environment
before we had weighed the consequences. Non-degradable
detergents are one example.

The dying of the beautiful Milwaukee River was some-
thing I witnessed from childhood.

Have we become indifferent to our natural surround-
ings because we are now urbanized? Or was it the callous-
ness built into our pioneer background that doomed them?

Thera are some few fine things happening such as the
New Jersey$100 million disposal program, the Seattle clean-
up of Lake Washington, new break-throughs in the science of
sewage treatment. Yet all we are doing is so miniscule be-
side the vastness of the problem of pollution.

Recall

1. What are some of the causes of fish kills?

2. Of what ecological significance are the accounts of
fish kills?

3, How complete is the loss of our rivers foi recreation-
al purposes?

4, What is the condition of Lake Erie? Is it remediable?

5. Why are the Great Lakes deteriorating?

6. Are there technological limitations on the purifica-
tion of sewage?

7. How effective are primary and secondary treatment of
sewage? Tertiary?

8. Were detergents prematurely marketed?

9. What is the hope in the story of cannibalistic bacteria
processes of waste treatment?

Reflection

1. Is it possible that love of country is related in
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great part to the happiness we associate with its physical
attractiveness?

2. Does it make economic sense to pollute the major source
of water for our thirsty future?

3. Is it fair for a generation of people to pay only part
of the cost of its production, charging much of it against
natural capital? Should the treatment of wastes be a cost
of production? How would you bring this about?

4. How does the "least cost principle" in management cause
the environment to suffer? Is this principle peculiar to
the free enterprise system?

5. Is it possible to establish an optimum population figure
on the basis of the capacity of the environment to absorb
human wastes?

6. Does the urbanization of society dull the recognition
of living in harmony with our natural surroundings?

7. From where comes the right to dump wastes into a river?
Does society have the right or the power to set standards
of water quality that foreclose new industries that his-
torically pollute?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Each stream is classified as to water quality. Find
the authority charged with this task locally. Is it the
State Health Department? The Water Control Board? The
County Health Agency?

Obtain the data on the pollution of these streams,
creeks in your vicinity. Send task forces out to look
them over. Many of these bodies of water have far greater
potential than to be used as carriers of human and factory
waste. As a civilization we have turned our backs on our
sewage loaded streams. But by so doing we have cheated
ourselves and our children of rare sources of health, en-
joyment and relaxation.

Now make a list of the streams and lakes which have
greatest potential, and pinpoint clearly the sources and
amounts of contamination. Get some adverse publicity on
them in the papers. Interest your groups in cleaning up
the streams not only for fishing, but for swimming and
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canoeing. See that your schools and teachers help in the
campaign. If you have an Izaak Walton League, you already
have a staunch and valuable ally, with the entire national
organization behind you. They will guide you in procedures.'
Your local assemblymen and legislators will respond with
governmental help.

Most of all, get universal citizen cooperation. Get
rid of the litter and clean up the stream banks as a starter,
with proper publicity. At the same time, go after the pol-
luters -- individual septic tanks, municipalities or indus-
tries. There are laws against such contamination; more can
be passed. Why deprive ourselv.:.s of the thrills and pleas-
ures of water sports any longer, a nation with so many
streams close at hand?

2. Most of our lakes and beaches are slightly -- some very
badly -- polluted. Form a watchdog patrol here too. Obtain
the factual information on the state of the beaches. If
there is no such survey, demand one of the public health of-
ficials.

Now discover the sources of contamination? Is it the
septic tanks Of cottagers? Pleasure boats without holding
tanks? Seepages from factories? Town sewage seepage? Min-
ing?

Consult with your public health authorities and muster
support to begin eliminating the contamination sources, one
by one. There is an answer to every source of contamina-
tion. We who are destroying our lakes can also redeem them
through effort and investment. If the surface water of the
continent is not worth redeeming, then the country is not
worth redeeming. In fact, it is lost.
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Study Guide Cold Statistics and Hot Pollution
Lecture #15

/
Resume

If orders for the construction of nuclear reactors are
an index, then we are faced with a future where nuclear pow-
er is a major feature. Indeed, the development has been
hailed in some scientific corners as the panacea for the
food and water problems of an ever-increasing population.

Yet despite prevailing optimism not much headway has
been registered in the disposal of radioactive wastes.
Ninety million gallons of this lethal brew are stored in
under ground tanks and will be dangerous for 500 to 600
years.

But aside from the unsolved issue of radioactive wastes,
a nuclear future brings with it aggravated problems of ther-
mal pollution. All power plants require cooling water; all
heat the discharge water. But where a conventional plant
may heat water a few degrees, a nuclear plant will register
as much as 26 degrees increase in temperature. This is like
thrusting the habitat from the temperate into the tropical
zone. Most forms of life will expire under the stress.

The threat of accidents is an appalling possibility
particularly with the untested introduction of fast breeder
reactors. Our thinking on atomic matters is thoroughly
controlled by the brainwashing activities of the Atomic En-
ergy Commission.

Atomic development is the wildfire on the crazily ex-
panding energy front. The electric utility industry is
about to build 700 nuclear power plants of 1,000,000 kw
each. The individual plants are getting larger.

These factors challenge the landscape in new ways.
The nuclear plants require pumped storage plants, vast
acreage, extensive transmission lines. But most serious
is the heat pollution. More than half of all the water we
use for every other purpose today will be needed for cool-
ing purposes in 1980. The biocidal hot water threatens to
kill the life of our rivers and bays. We are proceeding in
ignorance of ecological consequences, as always.

Even cooling towers are scarcely the answer since they
are costly, gargantuan, and they create unfortunate side ef-
fects such as ice and fog.
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Nuclear plants are already injecting small amounts of
radioactivity into the environment, air and water. The
theory of dilution breaks down 7's the number of nuclear
plants increases and "threshold" 4,xposure is needed. Yet,
officialdom continues to belittle the fears of those who are
disturbed by the continuing radioactive pollution. The dis-
tress that might have been dismissed when nuclear energy was
experimental, now gains added meaning as nuclear power plants
in great number become operaticna1.

Furthermore, what evidence we have points to the fact
that nature concentrates radioactive isotopes more effectively
than man dilutes them. We may, therefore, be following a
path of no return, a path of irredeemable contamination.

Long ago we should have been working on alternative
sources of power. We might still start.

Recall

1. How are we disposing of high level radioactive wastes?

2. How far has radioactive contamination proceeded in the
world of living things?

3. What is thermal pollution? What ecological consequences
does it have?

4. Is the possibility of an atomic accident foreclosed?

5. Writes Dr. Novick: "There has been very little public
discussion of the risks of nuclear power." Can you sub-
stantiate this? What risk does it impose?

6. What are the propositions for the generation of energy?

7. What are the ecological implications in terms of space
of constructing ever larger nuclear power plants?

8. Why does a nuclear plant need greater quantities of cool-
ing water than a conventional plant? How much more?

9. What do we mean by "biocidal hot water?"

10. Who in the government was charged with regulation of
thermal pollution? Why was this looked upon as a "snafu"?

11. What are some of the limitations of cooling towers for
nuclear power plants?
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12. How does nature counteract or anrul the efforts of man
to dispose of radioactivity by dispersion?

13. What is the danger of exposure to small amounts of radio-
activity?

Reflection

1. What social advantage is there in heralding the capacity
of nuclear power to sustain a much larger world population?

2. "The atomic industry has a better safety record than most
other industries." How does this repeated assertion conceal
the danger of a giajor accident?

3. The government has had to subsidize the insurance of nu-
clear power plants against accident. Hcw does this public
policy affect the possibility of catastrophe?

4. There are two theories concerning the monitored release
of radioactivity: dilution and threshold exposure. Are
these theories valid?

5. Ought we to risk exposure because we have no proof of
the long term adverse consequences? Or, by reason of our
lack of information, ought we to proceed with caution?

6. Do you agree with the subcommittee on Science, Research,
and Development that "We are turning our world into something
uninhabitable??? With respect to electric power generation how
can we reverse the trends?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. With the cooperation of your state representative in
your legislature,, discover whether your state has any reguin-
tions concerning thermal pollution. If there are none, pre-
vail on your lawmaker to see that something is done. Help
him with the specifications. If there is a set of rules
evaluate them for their adequacy.

2. Near almost every community there is projected a nuclear
power plant to meet the growing demands for energy. In
many instances (the St. Croix in Wisconsin, Minnesota, the
Connecticut, Biscayne Bay) local protest groups have been
created to protect the environment against radioactive and
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thermal abuse. Their purpose is to eliminate or minimize
the threat. Help in forming or locating such a group can
be oI'tained from the Citizens' Committee for Protection of
the Environment, 77 HT)E17(5al Avenue, Allendale, New Jersey.
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Study Guide
Lecture #16 Midnight at Noon

/
Resume

Soot, the symbol of air pollution, will triple by the
year 2000. So will all the other air pollutants. It is a
powerful threat to life. By the year 1975, the pollution
count may become a significant part of the daily forecast.

There are experts who anticipate a major crisis. A
smog enshrouded city may choke as many as 50,000 inhabit-
ants to death. Indeed, it is asserted that.if we do nothing
about the pollution problem we shall drift 4nto a situation
where the large cities become uninhabitable within seven to
ten years.

Air pollution is causing, according to both British and
American findings, an assortment of illness, some symptomatic
of grave sickness such as emphysema, lung cancer, bronchitis
and other respiratory diseases.

The statistics on air pollutants evidence a lethal situa-
tion. Excess deaths in many of our metropolises are already
attributable to air pollution. We are short of fresh air.

Air pollution affects not only the health of people but
the welfare of livestock. Wildlife in particular is vulner-
able because of the introduction of confusing smells.

There is, however, a crop loss of great proportions --
500 million annually: spinach, tobacco, citrus groves,
orchids, and many other crops fall to the blight of air
pollutants. All succulents are victims. It is a national
rather than an urban problem. Pine forests 90 miles from
urban centers are shrivelling. The San Bernardino National
Forest is a casualty of Los Angeles smog. Timber is stunted
in the Great Lakes region. The citrus groves of Florida are
sickening at the edges.

These are warnings of what is happening to our world.
Where once the desolation was limited to the vicinity of
smelters it is now spreading. Nitrogen oxides from auto-
mobiles,and ozone can wipe out many plants. When that
happens our watersheds dry up and floods rip away our soil.
Already, says R. St.Barbe Baker, the earth has lost one-
third of its plant cover. This is critical -- like a man
losing one-third of his skin.

The ecosystem may be flying apart. In its death it
may wear the shroud of air pollution.
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Recall

1. "There is little doubt that living in a polluted area
is like taking a few years off your life." Can you substan-
tiate this observation by Dr. Stephen Ayres?

2. How much more air pollution is pr3jected for the year
2000?

3. What do airline nilots report about the level of pollu-

tion and impaired visibility?

4. How much air do you require a 'lay?

5. What do London investigations show about the effect of
carbon monoxide concentration on the health and well-being
of workers in the shopping distri';ts?

6. What proof is there that New York City air is lethal?

7. Do the Staten Island experiments show a correlation
between air pollution and respiratory cancer?

''. In what way has Dr. Vincent Schaefer proved that air
pollution is a national if noc universal problem?

9. What is the cause of fluorosis poisoning of the air and
how does it affect livestock?

10. Is plant life suscept!.ble to damage by air pollution?
Specify.

11. What is the consequence of the destruction by air pollu-
tion of a large part of the vegetation covering the earth?

12. Is radioactivity a form of air pollution? What evidence
is given in Moment in the Sun, p. 117.

Reflection

1. is the prophecy that we are turning our cities "into
ghettos of grime" exaggerated or not?

2. Is it true that awareness of the problem of air pollu-
'ion awaits a calamity?

3. Are we moving toward the situation where our cities
become uninhabitable?

4. What do you conclude from the discovery that air pollu-
tion affects the entire ecology of our environment?
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5. What is the lesson we learn from the effects of pollu-tion on the San Bernardino National Forest and the Cumberland?
Does it add a dimension to the problem? flow?

6. Could the sickening of our plant life from air pollution
be more dangerous to man than the direct effects?

7. What warnings emanate from the surroundings of a smelter?

8. Why is the destruction of the ecosystem a matter of such
grave import?

9. What is the significance of the title of the chapter onair pollution,"38 Cigarettes a Day" in Moment in the Sun,
p. 111?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. With other interested persons form an &iv pollution
vigilante group. Acquaint yourself thoroughly with the
anti-pollution laws and with the agencies, state and local,
that enforce them. Prod the authorities both to improve
the quality of their rules and the measure of their enforce-
ment. Smoke offenders are usually organized in industrialassociations. Your vigilante group will bolster the public
official who is trying to break through the crust of apathy
in the public interest. Attack court delays for offenders
and don't let down your attack until the skies clear.
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Study Guide
Lecture #17

Resume

Air Rationing -- The New Age

Besides the destruction of our ecosystem -- and us with
it -- foul air is a threat to man directly. With our increas-
ing numbers and production we have ever more pollution of our
air. The need for fresh air raises the issue whether the
right to breathe has a higher priority than the right to pol-
lute.

Oxygen is kept at just 20 percent through the green plant
wizardry, the carbon dioxide-oxygen cycle. Now man has inter-
fered. He has stripped the green forest mantle from much of
the earth. He is over-tapping the eon-old fossil fuel storage
and over-burning the oxygen. He is even upsetting the oxygen
manufacturing process of the tiny plant cells of the sea by
saturating everything in herbicides which flood out to sea to
attack the diatoms.

If we confined our use of oxygen to what we breathe, our
supply would look adequate. But we use it up profligately.
The two Big Dragons with the most deadly breath are, of course,
the smokestacks and the automobile.

We are passing laws vigorously and there is some enforce-
ment. But the projections for air pollution in the future are
still appalling. We have had the federal Clean Air Act of 1963
and the Air Quality Act of 1967. But even in our crisis we
have built into our legislation one delay after another. So
far the Federal Government has not done well policing its own
stacks. And industry calls for more and more time-killing
research.

Control of air pollution is expensive, especially if max-
imal purification is sought. There is an application of the
law of diminishing returns. The issue is caught up in a ju-
risdictional dispute between Federal and State authority as
well.

The control of the pollution of the internal combustion
engine is a major headache. Los Angeles experience dates from
1963. The emission control devices are not a howling success.
The burden of pollutants grows. The devices are difficult to
keep serviceable. They deal with only one kind of pollutant
and may indeed add to the problem of nitrogen oxides and sul-
fur oxides.

The smokestack symbolizes the "right" to pollute, and
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smokestack control is weighed against economic necessity
rather than on public priority. There are, we are told,
demand-and-supply schedules for clean air. Smokestack con
trol stops at the point where it doesn't pay economically
to clean up the air for breathing.

What are we going to do? We'll have to find some
alternatives for our much-loved monster, the gasoline-
driven automobile. We must increase our effort at emis-
sion control. Meanwhile autos and smokestacks challenge
our right to breathe; our habitat is defiled; but our pro
duction of pollutants goes up steadily.

Recall

1. Is it conceivable that civilization might collapse under
the stifling effect of air pollution?

2. Are the increasing number of people a direct cause of
air pollution?

3. What is the basic oxygen-carbon dioxide cycle? What
holds it in balance?

4. By what means and through what activities has man inter-
fered with the supply of oxygen?

5. What is the role of the tiny plant cells of the sea?

6. How do man's production activities and the objects he
produces contribute to air pollution?

7. Has our abatement legislation been effective?

8. What are the projections on combustible wastes for the
future?

9. What are the basic Federal obligations under the Air
Quality Act of 1967?

10. Are we in need of further research before we take steps
to abate air pollution?

11

11. How does the installation of abatement devices follow a
law of diminishing returns?

12. What is the effectiveness of emission devices for auto-
mobiles based on California experience?

13. What is the problem of the nitrogen oxides and the sul-
fur oxides?
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14. Are smokestack controls effective?

15. In what direction should we seek the solution of the
problems of the internal combustion engine?

Reflection

1. How would you justify a legislative enactment of the
"right to breathe"? Would you say that industry had the
right to pollute?

2. Does pure air come only at a price? Who should bear
the cost?

3. Should protective delays be built into crisis legisla-
tion such as that on air pollution?

4. Is there a Federal-State rivalry for jurisdiction? Is
it genuine or fraudulent? Is there a case for centraliza-
tion or not?

5. Do you agree with Azriel Teller, the economist, who says:
"Air is a collective good, and therefore it is society's re-
sponsibility to see that it is allocated efficiently."

6. Is it true that if people insist hard enough science can
find a way to control pollution?

7. How do we contend with the sentimental hold the automo-
bile has on people? Is it possible to alter that?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. As a buyer of an automobile you have great influence in
the market place. You can use this influence for the public
good, if you, and others you convince, cross-examine the
automobile dealers as vigorously about the efficiency and
continued effectiveness of the air pollution device as of
the pickup and safety elements. The motivating force for
air pollution control on automobiles and trucks is now the
law. Consequently the effort is minimal. But if you create
a demand for a superior device, the power of competition will
begin to work back where autos are built. Make the dealer
justify his anti-smog device with facts and he will bring a
new kind of economic pressure on the manufacturer for a gadgetof definitely improved performance.
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2. Directly or through an organization, investigate the pres-
ence (or lack) and the maintenance of anti-smog devices on the
public bus lines. Get an official statement of concern.

Whip up public awareness by your commendation or criticism
in the letters to the editor, through your columnists, through
group resolutions. Find a sympathetic stockholder to call at-
tention to the obligations of the company on the matter of smog
at the next stockholders' meeting.
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Study Guide Color Me Green
Lecture #18

Resume

Remember the opening lines? "Is man black.., or
white...or yellow ... or red? No! The deep inner man says,
'Color me green!" Man, in other words, craves beauty and
natural surroundings by reason of the way he is genetically
constituted.

We seem blind to beauty on occasion but were natural
beauty to disappear--as it is rapidly doing--we should feel
badly deprived. Indeed, the sentiment of patriotism has an
ingredient, along with the identification with heroes and
ideals,an attachment to a particular beloved landscape as-
sociated with the happiness of our past.

Dr. Hugh Iltis of the University of Wisconsin points
out that man whose past covers 100 million years' evolution
as a mammal, over 45 million years as a primate, and 15 mil-
lion years as a jungle ape, is biologically hitched to these
forebears. There followed some 2 million more years before
he knew he was a man. We are linked genetically with that
jungle past. We respond to elements of environment asso-
ciated with it. We have, indeed, more in common with our
tree swinging forebears than with the present swinging scene.

We are programmed genetically to fresh air, an unveiled
sun, to growing greenery, untainted water, natural foods.
That archaic old body of yours--the eye, the ear, the nose,
the muscle--is adapted to tasks in an environment quite un-
like the one civilization cultivates. We cannot re-program
it. Adaptation has limits.

Since there are these limitations, it behooves us to
preserve enough of our natural surroundings (to which we
have become reasonably adjusted over many millions of years)
to provide a psychiatric safety valve. The only quick, emer-
gency adjustment our old fashioned bodies and minds can make
to the new, unnaturally burdensome noises of civilization is,
of course, deafness. The only adjustment to the new and un-
natural mental strains of modern living is quite often insanity.

To save ourselves from becoming a clod or tearing our
nature apart we need to protect enough of the environment to
which we have become adjusted in order to prot(-::;t our integ-
rity as humans. It is a biological necessity!



This is also a fundamental social issue, a matter of
social injustice. The elite can always find respite in
some remote corner of nature; the poor are imprisoned in
ugliness and desolation. That is why there is now talk of
a conservation bill of rights. It may come too late, for
the forces of despoliation are frenzied and powerful. The
Everglades, fpr example, are under the pressure of popula-
ti.on and development. Another example is the hill country
of Appalachia where strip mining for coal is leaving a
scarred and impoverished community to which people cannot
adjust.

Beauty is not a luxury; it is an investment in stability.

Recall

1. In what basic sense are we "jungle animals on asphalt"?

2. What is Dr. Hugh Iltis's argument on the need for nat-
ural surroundings?

3. How have we adapted ourselves to cities? Wherein have
we been unable to?

4. Is there a place, a needed place, in urban living for
natural and a green environment?

5. Can you depict the brevity of man's sojourn on Earth?
Doe? it have any biological significance?

6. What do we mean by suggesting that we are programmed
genetically to fresh air, an unveiled sun, growing greenery,
untainted water and natu-al foods?

7. What are we doing to deprive ourselves of green? Is
this significant? Do we know?

8. What would be the consequences of a biological "adjust-
ment" of man to his artificial surroundings?

9. Why is the destruction of natural beauty a matter of
social injustice? What were the recommendations of the task
force on open space?

10. What are the forces threatening the great Everglades of
Florida?

11. Can you prove that strip-mining is an act of selling
the landscape?
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12. Is there justification for imposing restrictions on
strip- :diners?

13. How extensive is the damage of strip-mining in the
United States?

14. What sort of provisions of law would offset the worst
aspects of strip-mining?

15. Can you re-state the biological argument for putting
more green in our environment?

Reflection

1. "Until man duplicates a blade of grass," Edison said,
"nature can laugh at his so-called scientific genius."
What is the import of this observation?

2. Is beauty a renewable resource?
like the oldest redwoods?

3. Do you agree that love of country
countryside?

Breath-taking beauty

basically love o

4. Is there biological evidence to support Emperor Napoleon
who observed: "Where flowers degenerate, Man cannot live."

5. Dr. Hugh Iltis says: "...total destruction of nature
will bring total destruction of man." What is his case?

6. Will continued population pressure negate a conserva-
tion bill of rights?

7. What makes the Everglades problem of Florida and the
strip-mining question of Appalachia national issues? Why
should a New Englander, for instance, be concerned?

8. How does the poem on page 138 of Moment in the Sun
relate to the theme of this lecture? It ends:

"If there's no green the dazzling gold to leaven,
Then I shall be a foreigner in heaven."
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Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. "Color me green" is a symbolic phrase; it refers to the
touch of nature, to natural beauty. Test the validity of
the biologist's conclusion that we are programmed to natural
surroundings. Keep a score sheet of your reactions to the
scenes that confront you on a given day. What is it that
gives you a sense of well-being? What lifts your spirits?
Is it a box of geraniums in the window of a tumble-down
house? Is it a tulip tree in full bloom? A row of maples?
A tumbling creek? Or, perhaps a bright yellow sports car?
Where is the balance? What conclusions do you draw?
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Study Guide A Dirty Four-Letter Word: Junk
Lecture #19

Resume

Solid wastes and trash have become a curse of the age
of affluence. We are knee-deep in refuse and somehow this
state of affairs does something to the state of mind.

Wastes have penetrated the very remaining wilderness;
each trail is cluttered. The Sierra Club and others like
it are consciencedriven to put on clean-up expeditions in
remote places.

Attention is more and more given to the recycling of
junk. The junk is not so bad in well-sorted piles on its
way to re-use. What is depressing is the haphazard scat-
tering of trash on every beach, in every woodland, along
streets and highways. The cost of collecting such junk
along our highways is tremendous. It cost 32( to pick up
every beer can when you include all the overhead of col-
lection.

Joe Bennett in Outdoor America proposed that in the
light of the ruination of the outdoors, perhaps we should
not only educate the visitor to our lakes, streams and pic-
nic areas and forests, but that we also license and police
him while he is there.

As the population grows, the trash mounts and mounts.
Regulation is inevitable.

But even as the doubling time of our present popula-
tion hovers between 35 aria 63 years, the production of
goods triples or quadruples and so piles up the trash and
wastes in ever-increasing amounts. Trash rises at the rate
of about 200 million tons a year.

Our theory of trash disposal is distorted. We be-
lieve that it must be handled at a profit. We do not re-
gard disposal as a cost of production. We want our cake
without washing the baking dishes.

Incinerators, because of their cost -- three to four
times that of ordinary disposal -- nave not gained favor.
What is more, they salvage nothing but the heat (for which
some communities, however, are finding advantageous use).

Garbage is, with the advent of the throwaway age, now
50 percent paper. This has encouraged the burning of refuse.
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Three tons of trash and garbage can theoretically produce
as much heat as one ton of coal. There are problems, how-
ever.

The Norfolk, Virginia, Naval Base generates power from
burning refuse. A number of cities including New York and
Chicago are considering comparable proposals. Hempstead,
New York, has a refuse generating plant that pays its way.

This profit-making should be a peripheral considera-
tion. Clean surroundings should be the first thought.

The ideal ought well be the manufacture of compost.
But people just don't seem to "dig" it. Elsewhere building
bricks are manufactured from the wastes. A blast furnace
incinerator reduces the wastes (including glass and scrap
metal) to lava cinders.

A growing problem is the disposal of old automobiles.
Abandoned cars are a real nuisance even on city streets.

Near Chicago they are engaged in building a ski moun-
tain of garbage and trash. It will be a recreational center
undoubtedly under some more romantic name than Garbage Moun-
tain.

One major difficulty is the increasing amount of plastic
and aluminum and other persistent materials in our wastes.
The manufacturing hand doesn't know what the disposal hand is
doing. We are fast coming to the point where the choice to
keep America beautiful is no longer ours. The question is
can we make it beautiful and unlittered ever again?

Recall

1. In what sense is littering a reflection of the public
mood?

20 Do you think that the clean-up campaigns of the Sierra
Club on the wilderness trails could be a model for community
effort on litter?

3. What does it cost to dispose of items of trash?

4. Why are we on the verge of licensing and policing the
visitor to our outdoors recreational facilities? Is this a
sign of the regimentation that always follows on population
pressure?
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5. How does production increase compare with population in-
crease in the generation of wastes?

6. What symbols of concern have developed over the disposal
of wastes? Would you catalogue the Solid Waste Disposal Act
of 1965 in that category?

7. What is the case for the incineration of solid wastes?

8. How has garbage changed in its make-up?

9. Is steam generation a technological possibility? What
are some of the obstacles?

10. Why don't we compost more of our solid wastes?

ll. What promise is ae-re in the process of reducing wastes
to raw materials for building blocks?

12. Do you think the garbage mountain idea is a practical
one?

13. Should there be some regulation of the manufacture of
containers that will not disintegrate such as plastic and
aluminum?

14. How is our litter and trash problem associated with the
worship of ever-increasing industrial growth?

Reflection

1. What is the philosophical distinction between recycling
and the disposal of wastes?

2. Is there a relation between waste disposal efficiency and
littering?

3. Should disposal costs be figured in the cost of production
of goods? How would this affect the problem of junk?

4. How is population excess related to solid waste disposal?
The growth panic?

5. What is socially wrong with the insistence that garbage
be disposed of at a profit?

6. In what way is the new oxygen process for making steel re-
sponsible for the uselessness and abandonment of old cars?
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Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. You are on the side of the angels when you oppose litter.
Nobody has a vested interest in debris unless it be the manu-
facturer of aluminum cans and no return bottles or the drive-
in hot dog stand. The litter problem in that sense is non-
controversial. You can enlist service clubs, chambers of com-
merce, and, indeed, any community organization in a campaign
if it exists, spark its formation if it does not. The form
of activity usually consists of a clean-up period but that
should only be a beginning. Encourage year-round activity
to support effective rubbish collection, convenient trash
baskets, and a program of beautification. One organization
such as a Chamber of Commerce (whose merchants have a prime
role to play) can lead a federative movement that embraces
the garden clubs, the service groups, and the youth associa-
tions. The main thing to remember is to pitch in actively
rather than spend your time muttering along the edges.
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Study Guide
Lecture #20

/
Resume

To Hear or Not to Hear

The affliction of impaired hearing was once associated
with old age. Now it is more largely a matter of decibels
-- noise or unwanted sound.

Along with "permissible" doses of assorted toxins and
radio-activity we now have a bureaucratically determined
"tolerance-level" of noise -- all on the theory that such
doses are not cumulative and that combinations are not addi-
tionally lethal.

Now what of the effect of noise? A decibel, the lowest
sound that can be heard by man, increases ten times for every
ten decibel boost. This becomes acutely uncomfortable at the
100 decibel stage. No wonder, with 95 decibels in a subway
station, eleven million American adults and twenty-three mil-
lion children are partially deaf.

Yet, we are scarcely aware of the need to alleviate the
problem of noise. Indeed, the need is to prevent noise at
its source. It would, in fact, reduce deafness, lower absen-
teeism, and, if certain investigations with primitive tribes
are valid, decrease the incidence of diseases related to
hypertension. A whole host of ailments have been attributed
to noise.

Even a visit to your airport may have its adverse effects
The multi-engined jet liner is ticketed at 160 decibels. Main
Avenue traffic may register 140 decibels.

The young should be disturbed over the noisy world they
must live in, but instead they revel in rock and roll that
destroys the hearing of a fifth of them before they graduate
from high school.

The only defense of the sensitive inner ear against the
din is deafness.

The sonic boom is a new abuse. It is noise that cannot
be muffled; it can only be prevented. With the supersonic
transport, SST, now in development, we trade what little
peace we have for speed. We invite acute shock to twenty
million people on a single SST trip across the continent.
This is the atrocity we propose to inflict on ourselves with
subsidy from the public treasury -- to speed the jet set
from one hedonistic rendezvous to another.
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Even though routed across wilderness, the SST is an
environmental abomination. It is only the epitome of a
series of ecological offenses that modern technology, un-
directed, has propagated.

Recall

1. How do you define noise?

2. Does noise constitute an environmental hazard? Why
or why not?

3. What is the inadequacy of the "permissible" level or
"tolerance" level of pollutants as a social measure?

4. Does man have a threshold of immunity for poisons and
radioactivity? For noise?

5. How do you define sound?

6. What is a decibel? Ten decibels?

7. At what level do decibels become dangerous?

8. How serious is deafness in America?

9. What is the relation of noise to technology?

10. What is the effect of noise on human health?

11. What is the sonic boom?

12. What have scientific investigations shown to be the
consequence of submission to long or prolonged noise?

13. How does rock and roll affect hearing?

14. Who regulates airplane noise?

15. What is the supersonic boom?

16. What promise does the supersonic transport (SST) hold?
What are its disadvantages?

17. Who's paying for the development of the SST?

18. What has experimentation with the sonic boom shown?

19. How do you describe a sonic boom?
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20. Does the SST compensate for its inadequacies with
safety?

21. What is the economic story of the SST?

22. What is the solution to the noise problem?

23. Did you get the address of the Citizens Against the
Sonic Boom: 19 Appleton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts?

Reflection

1. Is establishing a "tolerance level" of any poison
for a person to bear a legitimate exercise of official
power?

2. Is there a right to quiet?

3. Has technology added to or subtracted from the noise
level? Do you see any significance in the fact that our
constitutional forefathers had straw strewn on the cobble-
stones outside their meeting hall in Philadelphia? Must
technology always be noisy?

4. Is there enough evidence on the effects of noise on
human health to justify a public policy of abatement?

5. Should a youngster have the right to impair his hear-
ing out of ignorance or indifference if, as a consequence,
he will one day become a public charge?

6. Does a traveling minority in its search for speed have
the right to impose a sonic boom on a subjacent and less
privileged population?

7. Should an irreversible technological development such
as the SST be introduced to use before its social effects
are assessed and evaluated.

8. "There is not an area in American Society that fully
understands the significance of the noise problem. What
I want to see is the emergence of a debate. I want it to
come out into the open." These are the quoted words of
Robert Baron of New York's Citizens for a Quieter City.
Do you agree with him? What follows in the debate he
suggests?
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Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Gather all the information you can on the supersonic
transport (SST) and the sonic boom. Headquarters for the
movement is Citizens League Against the Sonic Boom, Prof.
William A. Shurcliff, Director, 19 Appleton Street,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

Form a letter writing brigade to alert the public
through letters to the editor of the terror that confronts
us. Sec to it that your congrc ;sman and U.S. Senators are
made aware of the problem. Unless you approach this prob-
lem on a crash basis the noise will be programmed into our
economic patterns and the abuse will become irreversible.
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Study Guide The Slow Kill
Lecture #21

Resume

Full adult membership in our society is attested to by
the burden--12.6 parts per million--of DDT and DDE equiva-
lent in the human body. It is evident at the tender age of
6 months.

It is high in the United states. Domestic food sup-
plies continue to add to the burden Americans carry. The
pesticide industry prospers.

The family of DDT -- the chlorinated hydrocarbons --
has a dramatic history. Hailed as a boon to mankind it is
seen now to be a villain. Even the organic phosphates are
not persuasively better.

DDT as the quick kill for bugs, the cheap kill in the
fields, adds up to the slow kill for man.

We are mortgaging the future for the profligacy of the
present. There is, of course, some unease. Ignorantly, con-
fident no governmental system would openly permit harmful
practices, we soak our soil in poison. DDT is now found uni-
versally. Species such as the peregrine falcon are dying out
because of its effects. It is a bitter and lethal part of
every food chain. We have evidence of its toxicity to other
species; it is folly to think we are immune.

Fish have contaminated the food chain of which they are
a part even as they seem unaffected. Wild game in some loca-
tions is loaded with DDT. There are simpler, nonpoisonous
controls that you can put yuur hand into without falling
off.

It's really the delayed impact that is important -- and
special concern of the young. We greet each new generation
of humans with new and lethal brews of pesticides to add to
the neril of brink living.

Government agencies, ostensibly set up to protect us,
are overwhelmed by the mountain of new products created by
the chemical industry. Yet public protest over this abuse
of our environment by saturation in poison can well force
new alternatives of pest control on agriculture. It can also
do something about the additives -- many untested -- that
give a long shelf-life to commercial food products.
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Recall

1. What is the burden of DDT and DDE equivalent in the body
of an American? How does it compare with that of foreigners?

2. What proportion of our foods has excessive residues of
poison?

3. How many pounds of pesticides are used in the United
States annually? Can you interpret the figure?

4. Are there any alternative methods of pest control to the
persistent poisons?

5. How wide is concern over our predicament with poison?

6. What is the significance of the movement of DDT through
the food chains?

7. Where does DDT lodge in the bodies of warm blooded ani-
mals?

8. Can a species resist DDT effects and yet poison the food
chain?

9. Why do game birds constitute a special risk?

10. What rules of caution ought we apply to the use of pesti-
cides?

/
11. What has Rene Dubos to say about delayed effects of pes-
ticide contamination?

12. What handicaps does officialdom suffer in attempting to
restrain the users of pesticides?

13. How could an Ecological Council exert an influence over
the use of pesticides?

Reflection

1. How should public policy be affected by the fact that "the
fate and effects of many pesticides in soil, water, air. and
particularly in animal tissue remain, in large part, a mys-
tery."

2. What is the relation of the pest control program to pop-
ulation growth?
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3. Is there a price tag you can attach to the destruction of
the environment by poison? What policy direction follows on
your answer?

4. Suppose there is only a suspicion that cumulative long,
range effects of pesticides will endanger man. How should
this affect our policy on pesticides?

5. Has the post World War II history showed that we ought to
ban DDT and certain other of the chlorinated hydrocarbons?

6. Ought there be some added control of the commercializa-
tion of new pesticide formulae and their trade names?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. The movement for the banning of DDT is gaining inomentum.
Michigan and Arizona have led the way. A partial ban has pre-
vailed in New York. Wisconsin is holding hearings on the matter.

Review your notes on the lecture. Read several of the
references. Join the Committee for Environmental Information,
438 N. Skinker Blvd., St. Louis, Missouri, 63130 and study
its magazine Environment. Now launch an educational campaign
and start in motion a legiFlative effort to ban the chlorinated
hydrocarbons.

While this goes on, work on your local officials to cease
local spray programs of DDT and other chlorinated hydrocarbons
for the control of mosquitos.
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Study Guide
Lecture #22 No Place to Flee To

Resume

In one year 457,000 immigrants entered this country.
They came as producers -- but also as consumers of space
and elbow room. They create wastes as w(,11 as products.
If we identify population pressure as a cause of environ-
mental degradation, then we must view this influx of people,
the problem of immigration, in the same light.

Actual immigrants run double the established quotas.
The issue is not one of national origins or ethnic back-
ground although these may have some socLological signifi-
cance. More basic is the capacity of an environment to
sustain the population we impose upon it. It is necessary
to look at people in terms of the wastes they generate and
the space they consume. To these practical considerations
we must bend our more spiritual conception of men. We are,
in a very real sense, overcrowded -- quire overcrowded now.
Under these circumstances immigration becomes a critical
matter.

Actually, immigration is not, and has never been, a
matter of compassion. Historically, we have sought more
people in order to exploit the great natural riches more
expeditiously. It is, indeed, the extravagance of nature
on this continent that has accounted for America's economic
bounty.

We have cultivated the idea that our reception of immi-
grants was a boon to the country of origin burdened with too
many people. The truth is that in the cases of both Italy
and Germany, for example, during their periods of mass
exodus, their own rate of reproduction soon filled the
vacant places left by the departing migrants. There is a
"tolerance level" which is the result of a frame of mind of
a people. This makes population pressure a relative matter.
If subsistence only marks a society's thinking, they will
breed to that level of hardship.

A relaxed immigration policy will only insure massive
population pressure in the world as a whole.

New pressures are building up in the Western Hemisphere.
Latin America is multiplying at a rate of 3 percent a year.
That means their population will triple by the year 2000.
Can we withstand that kind of popUraTiOn crush unless we
strengthen immigration barriers? A practical as well as a
tender conception of the Earth demands it.
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Even domestic population migrations seriously compoi'nd
the social issues. Cities stagger under the migration im-
pact. The statistics certainly bear out the futility of
running away from social difficulties.

America cannot hope to relieve the oppression around
the Earth. It is physically impossible to become a haven
for refugees wherever political oppression or population
pressure seeks relief. The price such a policy exacts comes
from the land, the environment whose carrying capacity is
certainly limited.

This is the demand of the times. We must abandon the
superficial arguments about immigration and judge it real-
istically from its consequences to our living space.

Recall

1. What is the size of the immigration flow to the United
States annually?

2. How do you view immigration from an environmental stand-
point?

3. Is the immigration quota the maximum number of people
who can enter the United States?

4. Is there room in the modern world for a more spiritual
and less mundane evaluation of the role of the immigrant?

5. Is it reasonable to reevaluate public policy such as
immigration in the light of national development?

6. What do sociologists mean by the "tolerance level" with
respect to population pressure?

7. If there were free movement of peoples would the pres-
sure of people world-wide tend to approximate that of the
most crowded?

8. What are the population prospects for Latin America?

9. Is there a humanitarian basis for a liberal immigra-
tion policy?

10. Is there any hope in inter-planetary migration?
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11. Can you prove that heavy migration from Germany and
Italy to the United States did not affect their proportion
of European population and, indeed, aggravated the situation?

12. How many immigrants have we admitted to the United
States in the course of history?

Reflection

1. Why is the phenomenon of crowding relevant to the
issue of immigration?

2. How does Thomas Fuller's quotation: "If you leap into
a well, Providence is not bound to fetch you out." relate
to the problem of population pressure?

3. "Balancing people against habitat is a national responsi-
bility." Do you agree?

4. Of what significance to American immigration policy is
the 3 percent rate of increase of Latin America?

5. Would it be easier to help people solve their problems
within this nation if they stayed put?

6. Can we afford any longer to admit refugees from political
persecution? Even though to do so adds to our people-burden?
Our own birth rate will bring Chinafication of this country
within the foreseeable future. How much sooner will an addi-
tional 500,000 foreigners, added yearly, precipitate this
eventuality?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Watch for legislation in Congress dealing with refugees
and immigration. Note how it is generally assumed that this
country has plenty of room. Note, too, that the talked-about
issues are matters of ethnic origin, economic talents, family
connections, etc.

Write letters to the press, to your congressman, calling
attention to the environmental strain additional migrants im-
pose upon the receiving country. Determine for yourself
whether there is any inconsistency in fostering other measures
of population control while admitting large numbers of immi-
grants and refugees.
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Study Guide
Lecture #23

Resume

What's Left in Davy Jones' Locker?

The expectations from and the realities of the sea
are incompatible. That the sea is the hope of all mankind
is the great illusion.

The miracle of feeding 20 billion people from the sea
is widely believed. There are visions of fantastic crops
as of little pink shrimp. But at the same time ocean staples
are being exhausted. Modern technology eats into the sea's
resources with a sharp edge.

But most of the prophecy of the food-producing poten-
tial of the sea is based on exploiting currently inedible
items. There is also much talk of increasing the take of
all species. Little, however, is said about the failing
condition of the sea, or the progressive extinction of
favored species.

Ecologically, the sea is fragile. Its food chains
are very complex and overlapping and not particularly
efficient.

The most productive part of the sea, its bays and
estuaries, are hurting from abuse. The rivers throughout
the country spill their contaminated waters onto the ocean
shores and defile them. The coasts of Maine are far gone
in the process of destruction. Clam output has fallen
warningly. Yet Maine is not alone.

Winthrop Harbor near Boston is rotting. Raritan Bay,
New Jersey, has died. No oysters, almost no fish. These
are typical, not exceptions.

Coastal waters, the world over, have become a kind of
elongated septic tank. This, along with profligate fishing,
has depleted fishing stocks. The prolific Pacific sardine
has just about vanished.

The seas do not get much chance to dilute our wastes.
Studies of the Nile and Mississippi show that they do not
spill out far into the deep; instead, their waters and their
wastes ooze hundreds of miles hugging the shoreline.

The edges of the sea are its womb. Most of the sea-
life spends some necessary part of its life cycle in this
shallow habitat. There, the action of the sun enriches the
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plant life. There,deep sea species seek safety while young.
Bays and estuaries are both the womb and the nurseries of
the sea.

A coastal marsh is one of the most productive areas
of life on Earth. And it is this choice site, also, that
we are developing, dredging, dumping and defiling. We are
killing the sources of the life of the sea.

We are seemingly unaware of our abuses. We are still
overwhelmed by the myth of the boundless, unconquerable sea.
We have failed to recognize the delicacy of its ecosystem.

Surely, there are untapped riches in the oceans. And
some are in the boundless deep. But we must depend for
future food stocks on the coasts and estuaries, and they
are vulnerable indeed to our insults.

So important is this lesson that we propose another
session to explore the "salt in our blood" and the univer-
sal regime of law that the future of the seas demands.

Recall

1. Is the vision of the bounty of the sea consistent with
the reality?

2. What do you think about the possibility of feeding
20 billion people from the seas' productivity?

3. Is the sea withstanding current pressures on its
resources?

4. What is sea farming? What are its potentials?

5. Where can we exploit the sea more effectively, accord-
ing to some?

6. Is there agreement that ocean resources are exhaustible?

7. What evidence is there that food chains of the seas are
delicate?

8. What is the effect of rivers and their pollution on
the seas?

9. Is what we're discussing a wholly American problem?

10. Is our fish resource diminishing under the effects of
pollution?
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11. How does it happen that the bays and estuaries suffer
most from continental run-off of waste?

12. Why are the estuaries important?

13. How productive is a coastal marsh?

Reflection

I. Is it true that the sea is fragile? Precisely, what
does that mean?

2. Like a drug ,there are side effects to the exploita-
tion of the sea. As with oil recovery. Ought the side
effects to be weighed on ecological scales? How?

3. "When man comes to the sea, let the sea pray!" Why?

4. "Man marks the earth with ruin -- his control
Stops with the shore. . ."

Was Byron right or wrong?

5. Is this sentence from Moment in the Sun too harsh?
"The malnutrition of children is appallingly tragic; but
the crime lies in society's unrestrained procreation, not
in its negligence in producing fish powder."

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Read what is available on the disposal of wastes at
sea-- especially radioactive material and the deadly poisons
from our chemical and bacteriological warfare Installations.
Join with a local group concerned with international affairs
and the United Nations. Ask them to for& a committee to
draft a resolution forbidding or otherwise regulating such
dumping of lethal materials in the sea. Get publicity for
your resolution and forward it to either our own or a sympa-
thetic delegation for preseLtation to an agency of the United
Nations.
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Study Guide
Lecture #24

/
Resume

The Salt In Our Blood

There is an affinity, a close physical affinity, of
man with the sea. We literally bear its salt in our veins.
Even the oxygen we breathe is manufactured in large part by
the plant cells of the sea.

Yet we are abusing that sea. The run-off of pesticides
and herbicides from our agricultural lands poisons our seas
and the oxygen-making diatoms in the process.

We pummel the sea on the premise that it is rough,
strong, and immune. But take what we are doing with oil.
From a number of sources we insult the sea with oil. Increas-
ing quantities are transported, drilled, and used for power
on the sea. When oil escapes it suffocates delicate chains
of sea life. The petroleum muck lies deep on the ocean floor
in some areas. The whirlpool of the Sargasso Sea pulls so
much oil from the surface of the sea that scientific gear
probing there comes up heavy in oil. Worse, the food prod-
ucts of the fringes of the sea die or are tainted with the
taste of oil. Oysters and clams are often unfit to eat.
Feeding grounds are contaminated.

The loss of water birds is horrendous. Our callousness
in respect to water birds is shameful. Tanker wrecks, spill-
ages, and bilge waste create deadly slicks for birds. Hun-
dreds of thousands fouled by oil annually meet a cruel and
lingering death. This is an inestimable ecological loss;
water birds play a vital role in the life of the edges of
the sea. Meantime, tankers get bigger and bigger; petroleum
more ubiquitous.

We also use the sea as a dumping ground for radioactivity.
To this we may add the high level wastes of wrecked nuclear
powered ships. As the nuclear reactors multiply so do the
fission wastes. The burden of the sea promises soon to be
unbearable. It has a limit to what it can disperse and dilute.

All this, and our conventional, everyday poisoning, thrust
in doubt the fanciful expectations we have for the sea as the
world's larder. Nevertheless, the contamination continues
unabated from the run-off of fall-out, from the spewing of
power reactors, from the assorted wastes of industry, com-
merce, and our hospitals and mortuaries. The result is
already measurable.
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Why don't we do better by our aquatic environment?
Because our values are spurious! The world-wide habit
of dumping our hot wastes into the sea is a revelation
in stupidity, or it may be cupidity. The year 1970 wit-
nesses 3,000 million curies of radioactivity on the pro-
duction graph! (In the pre-atomic age, there were 10 curies
in all the world, and that in 10 grams of highly guarded
radium.)

While we think we are diluting radioactivity in the
sea, the food chains are busily concentrating it. For our
tables, that is.

To combat this anarchical abuse calls for a rev'lu-
tionary world organization of the seas -- an ocean egime.
As it stands, there is little or no regulation of seas'
exploitation. Indeed, the trend is for nation-states to
assume ever more extensive and competitive jurisdiction.
Nobody seriously undertakes to control pollution or any-
thing else. International agreements on oil pollution
adroitly skirt the subject. The regulation of rivers and
the filth they dump has not begun to be international.

Yet, unless we Earth people come to see our mutual
interest, our ecological interdependence, in the Earth's
seas, we run the real hazard of destroying them and in
the process, ourselves. For we are of the sea; there is
salt in our blood.

Recall

1. Of what symbolic importance is the salt in our blood?

2. How does the sea play a part in the ecological drama
of making oxygen? How has man threatened this process?

3. Why has oil suddenly become an ecological hazard?

4. What is the effect of oil on the life of the sea?

5. Is there any regulation of oil spills? Are not acci-
dents inevitable?

6. How do oil slicks affect water birds?

7. How will the decimation of our waterfowl affect our
own well-being?

8. How do you define the challenge of radioactivity to
the seas?
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9. What is the significance of the measurable rise in
radioactivity of the oceans' waters?

10. Are we making any significant headway in the disposal
of radioactive wastes?

11. What forms of radioactive wastes find their way to sea?

12. What do we mean when we say that radioactive isotopes
are concentrated in the seas?

13. Does the law of the sea cover the problem of its con
taminati Jn?

14. Is the drainage of national rivers a matter of inter-
national regulation? Might or should it be?

15. What regulation is there of oil spillage?

Reflection

1. Who is charged with the protection of the seas from
the assorted abuses that assail it? Is this a weakness of
human organization?

2. Should society run the risk of accident to over-sized
tankers? Ought a limit on size be imposed?

3. After the Santa Barbara incident in which an off-shore
oil well let loose, what policy would you set up for such
drilling?

4. How do you weigh economic gain against ecological
hazard? Do we need a special agency to guide us in such
decisions?

5. Ought a prohibition against burial of radioactive
wastes at sea be laid down?

6. "Not the least of the abuses of the sea are the mechani-
cal development for its more thorough exploitation."

Moment in the Sun, P. 196

In what sense is this true? What can we do about it? What
will the effect of population growth on this trend be?
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Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. From the many accounts in Audubon Magazine at your
library (publication of the National Audubon Society,
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10028), appraise the
threat to the sea birds from spilled oil, DDT, and other
assorted dangers. If you live on the coast make your own
survey and comparisons. Criticize the present treaties.
Draw up treaties and regulations that would improve the
situation. Work with the local groups to gain attention
for your program.
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Study Guide
Lecture #25

/
Resume

The Escape Hatch

We worship science, but it is indeed a double-headed
monster. Science has no concern with finding social and
political solutions to the problems of society. It pursues
its discoveries out of factual search sometimes, indeed,
out of sheer curiosity. Science does not pretend to have
any moral code, ethics, qualms, compassion, or inherent
interest in public welfare. Indeed, under the incentives
offered by antisocial forces, science and technology may
move in a destructive direction. Grants-in-aid, subsidies,
and glamour and power may enlist science and technology in
any direction. They can be used to build; they can be used
to stab and kill.

What is more, scientific progress is plagued with side
effects. The question is always: Which is worse: the con-
dition or the effects of the cure?

Dr. Barry Commoner often reminds us that science demands
no value judgments. That is why the mauling of the environ-
ment as a consequence of a scientific undertaking has hereto-
fore been so acceptable. If a defoliator attains its end,
if it gives better visibility of troop movements, scientific
assessment stops, unless it is redirected to determine what
it does to the ecosystem.

Dr. Commoner disparages our abiding faith in science,and
points out how blindly we have applied scientific findings
only to be appalled at the unforeseen consequences. So much
of the danger to man grows out of ignorance. We are playing
the odds. The moon probe had (within two-months of lift-off)
not fully taken into account the problems of "back contamina-
tion."

Dr. Barry Commoner has cited the nitrogen cycle which
provides nitrogen basic to all life from nitrogen gas. What,
he asks, if we should poison the soil bacteria and no longer
have any way of converting the gas to a usable substance?

Insects have an advantage in coping with environmental
changes induced by man. By natural selection with short
reproduction spans, they can build an immunity in a species.
Man is not that flexible.

The point is simply that science has no built-in sal-
vation for the past mistakes of other scientists. Indeed,
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confront a scientist or a technologist with the side effects
of whatever he is working on, and he will shrug it off as
someone else's problem. Yet, the situation promises some
improved prospects. Scientific societies are fighting off
their traditions and focusing on a concern for life.

The development of the supersonic airliner not only
belies such a concern, but underlines an abhorrent social
injustice. Ordinary people are bombarded with excessive
moise so that beautiful people can be indulged with a quick
trip for a useless afternoon.

There are some voices pursuing an environmental bond
with nature. It's a new elite at the head of what might
become a crusading force. Hopefully, in time.

Recall

1. Can you cite any evidence that science and technology
are neutral to the happiness of man?

2. In what sense is science a two-edged weapon?

3. Is the scientist aware or concerned about the social
or environmental consequences of his activity?

4. What is the technological crisis Dr. Barry Commoner
sees us in?

5. What is the nitrogen cycle? How does its story signal
the mindlessness of our scientific efforts?

6. How does the story of venereal disease indicate the
limitations of scientific controls?

7. Why do insects build up an immunity to pesticides?

8. Does science assume a responsibility for the social
side-effects of its discoveries? Explain.

9. How much support is there for Mme. Curie's premise:
"Science is not interested in people -- but only in 'things'."?

10. Does the scientific development of the supersonic trans-
port have overtones of social injustice? Does this consequence
affect the activity of science?

11. What role is there for the elite of the scientific fra-
ternity in solving the political issues that science generates?
Is this the direction scientific advisory councils are taking?
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12. What evidence is there that branches of the scientific
cult are moving to marshall their skills for long-term good?

Reflection

1. Is Dr. Rene Dubos right when he says: ". . .what is
most fashionable and profitable from the point of view of
the scientific community is not necessarily what is most
needed by society. . ."? Does this conclusion coincide
with our folklore about science?

2. How can a society direct the development of a counter-
technology?

3. Is science as an institution distinguishable from the
body of scientists and technologists?

4. In what sense do we take an atabrin approach to public
problems through science?

5. Do you see any political and social causes of our popu-
lar scientific idolatry?

6. How would you measure the toleration of society for a
sonic boom? How much discomfort must it generate? How many
marginal lives can we risk?

7. Do you agree with Dr. Glen Seaborg that the time is
propitious for a new "scientific-humanistic era?"

Redeeming the Environment

Individual or Group Action

1. With a committee of associates (drawn from the same
club or organization) work up a list of scientific or tech-
nological improvements that would help the environment.
Examples are a more effective combustion device for auto-
mobiles, an efficient underground transmission line, quieter
vacuum cleaners, trucks, jackhammers, egg beaters! Do the
preliminary investigation carefully. Now build a series
of club programs around these items soliciting the most
knowledgeable participants you can find. Refine your ini-
tial position and with the assistance of a newsman prepare
a series of features for your local papers and radio stations.

Why isn't science giving us the answers we need?

111:-
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Study Guide The Big Snow Job
Lecture #26

Resume

In our concern over the environment we are victims of a
snow machine. Paul Goodman says that the effect of the mass
media has been homogenization and brainwashing. The two
great snow machines are the governmental bureaucracies, state
and national, and the industrial complex.

Take for example, the attitude of the U. S. Research Ag-
ricultural Service on pesticides. They tell us in a pamphlet
that "agricultural scientists are protecting the food we eat,
the water we drink, and the air we breathe." That's a real
exaggeration. There is the proper bow to the role of pesti-
cides in food production for the ever-growing populations.
Then comes the snow job.

"Our scientists," the pamphlet continues "constantly
guard this land." This doesn't jibe with the statistics on
pesticide residues on food or the quality of our food on our
dinner plate. We are assured that a pesticide must be "safe
when used as directed on the label before it can be registered."
This is an untruth. Most of our ecological disasters in species
poisoning have been the result of "safe" use as prescribed on
the label.

The technological optimists keep soothing us into compla-
cency about the population pressure. They talk about push-
button farming where we will have four times the normal yield,
timed nutrient release, and the elimination of toil and risk.
It is a cruel hoax. It represents bureaucratic dishonesty.

The saturation of our environment in poison continues --
even as a measure of sanity is introduced at the national
level -- to be a state and local abuse. It is encrusted in
ignorance and not a little politics. Yet, here again, we are
not only soaked in pesticides but we are immersed in "snow."

The closeness of vested interests to the agencies charged
with pest control, and the natural inclination of anybody to
put the best construction possible on his own acts, leads such
agencies into whitewashing.

The industrial behemot'i is the second big snow machine.
Each industry extracts the most mileage out of every gesture
toward the environment. That, too, soothes the public into
believing the problems will be solved by corporate genius.
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The corporate image is a father image. A million dollar
company program of research is treated as the solution to
a ten billion dollar challenge.

We were assured that we had a way of cleaning up spilled
oil on water magically until we were face to face with the
Santa Barbara spill. We must have industry's helping hand
in our gigantic task. We need its brain power and expertise.
But we need frank and honest ads; deception can doom us.

As the skies continue to darken and the cars to multiply,
the corporate ad!: promise a total end of smog by 1978. his
is irresponsible if not positively dishonest. The gadgets
we have for controlling exhaust are not startlingly effective
but makeshift, and they require constant expert maintenance.

Another example of the ad man's art is the soporific sug-
gestion that we are on top of the forest product problem be-
cause of the vision and know-how of our lumber barons. Yet,
at the first sign of increased demand for lumber for housing,
because of the pressure of people, these same industrial
groups were the first to seek alleviation of the crisis by
opening up the National Forests to accelerated cutting! The
pretty paintings of the ads were badly scratched.

There are signs, however, that we are becoming honest in
our analyses, that we have less confidence in the big snow
job. We may really have begun to develop a new climate for
a big thaw.

Recall

1. Who are the two sources of propaganda to dispel our fears
of environmental catastrophe?

2. What is the motivation for the assurances on pesticides
stemming from the U. S. Agricultural Research Services?

3. Do the residues of poisons on foods found by inspectors
support the contention of the Research Service that all is
well?

T.,.

4. Does man's experience justify his unbridled confidence in
the capacity of technology to overcome all the abuses of the
environment?

5. Is there evidence of attempts to sedate the public in the
activities of state and local bureaucracies?
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6. Is whitewashing a part of image building by local bureau-
cratic agencies? If so, why?

7. In the age of exploitation, corporation leaders were tough
and offered no explanation of their actions; now they use the
"sweet sell," the institutional ad. Why the difference?

8. How is the "sweet sell" related to the fear of public reg-
ulation?

9. Is the abatement of auto exhaust emissions as adequate as
the petroleum firms indicate?

Reflection

1. What is the danger of complacency in environmental affairs?

2. Why does the governmental bureaucracy make broad assurances
that all is well in the environment?

3. There's a strong movement for the banning of pesticides --
is this evidence of prior foolhardiness?

4. Do you agree with Machiavelli that "one who deceives will
always find those who allow themselves to be deceived"? Why
is this observation relevant to "The Big Snow Job"?

5. Why do agencies and corporations feel compelled to build
a favorable image before the public?

6. Is it true that the more successfully the public is alert
to environmental hazards the more intensively are corporate
institutions likely to cancel out the concern with their re-
ports of accomplishment? Do we have here a built-in paradox?

7. Does the modern emphasis on oceanography as a key to plenty
fall into the category of a "snow job"?

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

Now prepare a campaign in the public interest to offset the
propaganda.

affairs in your community over a period of time. Is there an
air polluter scrubbing his public image instead of his stacks?
Is there a junk dealer association making noises as if a pile
of old cars is beautiful modern art? Ferret out such an ac-
tivity and from your findings brief the real issues and facts.
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Study Guide
Lecture #27 Politics -- Where the Showdown Is

Resume

What we recognize too inadequately is that conserva-
tion goals are resisted by the political pressure of those
with an interest, perhaps even a vested interest, in the
abuse of the environment. Take even such a reasonable pro-
posal as one to prolong the existence of endangered species.
Reasonable enough to grant respite to creatures whose title
to a corner of this earth is as good or better than our own.
Yet, here are the fashion industries and the pet industries
each with its own economic stake in the continued exploita-
tion. Each also has political muscle to clobber those of
nobler sentiments who seek to legislate for the preservation
of the endangered species.

So it is with nearly all environmental proposals. The
legions of good will are loosely put together, poorly in-
formed, and under such circumstances, politically flabby.

The oil interests, for example, are more sharply attuned
to despoiling estuarine values than the amorphous public is
to defending them.

Legislators are the targets of this political muscle
and as the forces become more intensely focussed and the
stakes become higher, the influences, too, are more powerful.

This situation places an immense burden on the public-
spirited citizen. You have to buttress the defenses of the
legislator against the exploiters. Keep in touch with the
lawmaker, commend him for his statesmanship when he is worthy
of it, contribute to his campaign fund, mobilize your groups
to support for a constructive act, prcvide him with informa-
tion, see to it that he gets newspaper backing -- counter
the money and organized effort of the interest groups.

Not all the exploiters are commercial. Even boards of
management of eleemosynary institutions are guilty of short-
sighted exploitation in the name of progress. But mostly
profit and progress are equated as identical. Nor is the
damage always clear.

Take the Bermuda petrel, a thrilling water bird, impor-
tant in the chain of life. It is the victim of distant appli-
cations of DDT in far-off farms, DDT t'iat eventually makes
its way to sea, kills fish, and thus the scavenging Bermuda
petrel. Now, the motivation for the farmers fighting bugs
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is intense, the mobilization of champions of the petrel is
built around less tangible social goals.

Lord Windelsham of the British communication industry
asserts in a study of the role of the mass in public affairs
that the role of the "people" is only regulatory. That is,
they create the "climate" within which the elite in society
make decisions. We are face-to-face with this problem of
climate the moment we talk about population control. Despite
the pressures of population the climate of opinion still
favors the family of three, four, or even more children.
The suicidal character of this myth of the ideal family is
shrugged off. What does it take to change a mad mood of
self-strangulation. Maybe a great environmental catastrophe.

Already the squalor we put up with is such a catastrophe
-- but of the spirit and not of the body. When it reduces
itself to plague we may jar loose the political forces. But
we ought not to wait for crisis.

How ready are you? The masses will not leap to the
challenge; they require an elite -- not a social elite or
an economic elite but an elite of conscience. A group of
environmentalists in St. Louis has gained national eminence
by its commitment to public service. There is room for activ-
ists by the thousands in the leadership of the campaign for
better and more pleasant surroundings.

Any group you form must become well informed, take
electo/..al action, and must sustain citizen support. Solicit-
ing the aid of other groups even those remotely allied
through the passage of common res Lutions is a neglected
device. Use the public hearing. And bear uppermost in mind
that legislators and executives respond to the constituency
feedback. Build it.

Recall

1. What specific commercial interests opposed the enact-
ment of an endangered species bill? Why?

2. What broad lessons do we learn from legislative exper-
ience with the endangered species measure?

.5. Do you agree that around each abuse to the environment
there grows up a political interest? What are the charac-
teristics of such an interest?

4. What specific things can you do to keep your legislator
on the side of public interest?
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5. Can you think of any examples to prove that abuse of
the environment is not always stimulated by the desire forprofit? Does cost accounting usually play a part?

6. How does it happen that the Bermuda petrel is being
exterminated? Is it possible to weigh this calamity againstthe benefits the farmer enjoys from his use of pesticides?
Why must this decision be political?

7. What yardstick do we use in making our social choices?

8. According to Lord Windelsham what is the role of the
mass in influencing public affairs?

9. What do we mean by a social climate? Are we victims
of social myths?

10. What demands are put upon the activist?

11. What is the Committee for Environmental Informationin St. Louis? Ought it to be a model for other groups through-out the country?

12. What are the steps a group must take to be effective?

13. How can you use the group resolution to good purpose?

14. What is constituency feedback?

Reflection

1. Can you define "public interest" closely enough tojustify a position on an environmental issue?

2. Does the phrase "straighten up and fly right" have
any more than a pejorative significance?

3. Why does a bureaucrat or public official seek to
exploit the environment?

4. What is the relationship between our accepted valuesand public policy?

S. "Neither love nor compassion, health nor beauty, dig-
nity nor freedom, grace or delight, are true unless they
can be priced," deplores the famed planner, Ian McHarg.Is it an accurate indictment? Is it an indictment?

6. How does our society define "progress"?



7. Do you think a major catastrophe will be needed to

alert us to our environmental emergency?

8. How did Nehru justify establishing a preserve for the

threatened Indian Rhinoceros against all the human priori-

ties of his land? Was he right?

9. Does democratic theory foreclose a special role for

an elite?

10. What is the import of Samuel Johnson's observation

that "Power is always gradually stealing away from the many

to the few, because the few are more vigilant and consistent."

Redeeming the Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. The right kind of public official beseeches your

interest. But often citizens are caught in the maze of

jurisdictions and authority.

Make a directory of local and state officials whose

jurisdiction extends over the environment. These are the

persons to whom you make complaints, offer suggestions, or

on whom you beszow compliments. Where do you go, for

instance, when you see the local stream run thick with

sediment from a local housing developer's project? Who

is in charge of planting trees for street beautification?

Index your directory by subject matter and publish it

under the sponsorship of a service, women's, or garden club.

Make sure that your reader understands that when an

official cooperates he deserves a thank-you letter to show

continue support ...or it is after he commits himself that

he comes under t e pressure of the interests.
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Study Guide
Lecture #28

/
Resume

Earthmanship

What we have tried to do in this series is to promote
an overall assessment of the environment and to note that
all the problems are interrelated. We have tied these inter-
laced issues together. Indeed, one must conclude that we
cannot handle our environmental problems piecemeal. To deal
with them individually is like patching one hole in a rid-
dled bucket. The problems are interlinked and underlying
them all is population growth.

Yes, indeed, we cannot fail to view not only the prob-
lems but the life forms as interrelated. We are each of us
a part of a food chain, some quite delicately constructed.
To salvage our world we must see the crisis as merely the
symptoms of distortions. The distortions of over-popula-
tion, over-expansion and unbridled technology. All these
excesses we can wrap together under the term "overpush."

Ancient civilizations, ignorant of, or indifferent to,
the principles of ecology (for that reason as much as any
other) collapsed, their luxuries inundated in sand. We
ought to mark the signs of disintegration well. The bald-
ing hills, the septic waters, the sliding mud, the denuded
forests, the nightmarish litter. Worst of all, this time
the ills are universal just as the population crisis is
world-wide. There is no frontier.

As the leading power in the world, our leadership in
population matters has been unimpressive. Our example is
not inspiring either in foresight or restraint. Japan, in
contrast, is in a social and legal position to take control
of population growth should she be pressed to go further.
But her program depends, as all must, on literacy and medi-
cal sophistication. These are not characteristics of Latin
America, for instance, where the population situation is
calamitous, possibly the worst in the world.

Population troubles are already programmed into that
statistical picture of all the world. The United States
is not exempt although our problems may riot center on hunger
so much as on loss of freedom, mass regimentation and fric-
tion, the evaporation of creativeness, joy and spontaneity
in a Chinafication out of control. We are already becoming
an unimaginative, discontented nation, more gut-centered in
our thinking with each passing year.



All of these developments stem from having more people
around than we can keep clean or pick up after, more people
than we can educate, properly house, police, or build enough
hospitals and mental institutions for. The fact that we now
for the first time, are planning a calculated raid on our
national forests over and above what has always been consid-
ered "wise forestry," speaks for itself. By carrying over
our antiquated pioneer notion of the desirability of big fam-
ilies, into a new age when people have become a liability
rather than a needed "new hand for the plow," we are multi-
plying our frustrations and foreclosing our future.

This is still a nation of wonderful possibilities. We
are at our peak of affluence and power. Never have a people
lived so luxuriously. But never (wars aside) have a people
been so unhappy and strife-torn over purely domestic problems,
either. Our continuing social approval of big families is
begging for more misery and of a kind we cannot now even con-
ceive. The distortions of environment being produced by our
over-population and over-push are so potentially disastrous
that they can sidetrack every effort toward improvement and
place us on record as the shortest-lived dominant power in
all history. We shall learn that many of the amenities we
now enjoy are superficial when compared to the loss of breath-
able air, clean water, space to move in, and the dignity of
human privacy.

We have contended, and fairly reasonably, with the social
evils which were attendant on the industrial revolution of the
last century -- but only after a spell of virulent muckraking
that flabbergasted (there is no other word) the nation. Now,
again, a growing nlimberxof leaders, scientists, and writers
are attempting an expose of the new environmental evils that
threaten our well-being and even our survival. Newspaperman
Darwin Lambert calls this evolving movement of guardianship
for our suffering land, "Earthmanship." We must turn from
our role of heedless exploiters and become loving stewards
of our mutilated Earth.

To me, the most dramatic example of our almost complete
lack of stewardship (or Earthmanship) was dramatized not too
long ago in Nevada. It was there that, in the name of science
the oldest living thing on Earth, a bristlecone pine, was cut
down to count the rings! Yes, we now know without a doubt
that Ilas venerable tree had more than 5,000 annular rings.
But in the process we have lost an awe and mystery far more
meaningful. And we have lost stature in a way that has a
thread of terror in it.

Now, an ecological advisory committee composed of cabi-
net members, assorted industrial moguls, and scientists of



uncertain interests may be a step toward Earthmanship, but
a very distorted one. A Secretary of Ecology in the Cabinet
itself would call attention to the need for stewardship, but
if the Secretary were not a dedicated, independent, life-long
ecologist (but merely another political appointee) the step
would be worse than nothing. We cannot protect our environ-
ment with a group of men who have never given it a thought
previously, except to exploit it. A governmental committee
of such men merely legalizes or puts the stamp of national
approval on further depredation and serves not only to mis-
lead but to mulct the people.

Earthmanship of a quality to redeem this land and the
world demands dedication of a kind we have not yet dreamed.
An Ecological Council, such as has been proposed in these
lectures, envisions a nationally revered body of impeccable
men and women whose lives and efforts have been centered on
service to society, whose minds are big enough to encompass
the future, and none of whom is encumbered with economic
bonds or commercial liaisons. Only with people of this
calibre can we now save and enhance the land on which we
must depend. If we cannot produce such a Council, with all
our millions, we are a poor nation, indeed. We are, in fact,
not only without ideals, we are without hope.

Adlai Stevenson has said that all hope for the future
depends now on the "work, and I will say, the love, we give
our fragile craft, this spaceship we call Earth." The
moon astronauts describe it as that "lovely green and blue
jewel glittering against the dead-black backdrop of space."
We now know it is unmatchable in all the universe. As of
this moment it is still in our power as Earthmen either to
consume it and ourselves, or to preserve it with that love.
Which shall we choose?

Recall

1. Why is it important to see the interrelationship of
environmental crises?

2. How would you define "overpush" as it affects the
environment?

3. What is the justification for stop-gaps to halt and
abate the immediate abuses to the environment?

4. Is the fate of ancient civilizations related at all
to ecological ignorance or indifference?
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5. What is the environmental lesson taught by these
fallen civilizations? Are we heeding it?

6. Why is it that we hasten the destruction of our
surroundings at a pace more rapid than past peoples?

7. What two advantages does Japan and any developed
country bring to the problem of population control that
an undeveloped country cannot command?

8. Do the muckraking era and the reforms accompanying
it offer any inspiration to a country beset as is ours
by the even more critical problems of the environment?

9. How do you define "Earthmanship"?

10. What scientific justification is there for regard-
ing the earth as a little space ship with vulnerable re
serves of air and soil?

Reflection

1. What observations can you make of your surroundings
of characteristics that seem to head us in the direction
of ancient civilizations?

2. Is it adequate to consider population growth only
in terms of food supply?

3. Does our personal approval of large families con-
tribute to the gravity of the population problem? Explain.

4. How scientifically valid is Dr. Hugh Iltis's obser-
vation: "The problem is one of a single species of animal
who is making the earth unfit for habitation by conquering
it."

5. Is critical self-appraisal a sign of weakness or the
strength of a nation?

6. Do you share the outrage expressed over the cutting
of a 5,000 year old Bristlecone pine? What justification
is there for your position?

7. Does a successful campaign for the preservation of
the environment depend in part on emotional support akin
to patriotism?
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Redeeming tae Environment

Individual and Group Action

1. Earthmanship calls for personal stock-taking. Draw

your own profile to see whether you are living up to the
demands of this moment of crisis. Are you pursuing only
your personal interests or are you budgeting a share of
your time to environmental activities? Are you support-
ing watchdog organizations? Are you in your personal
life breaking down the apathy that engulfs so many of us?

Actually, cast up a balance. Write it out in specific
terms to evaluate your stewardship of your surroundings.
List the proofs: When did you last express a concern in
an environmental campaign? Write a letter? Organize a
delegation? Attend a hearing? Study an issue? Partici-
pate in a briefing? Lodge a protest? Make a contribu-
tion? Are you proud of your accounting or have you
betrayed your responsibility?

2. How can your groups further establishment of an
Ecological Council of the quality described, endowed
with enough power to effectively champion the environ-
ment?

3. A drastic lowering of the birth rate appears to be

the major factor in helping us redeem our land. The
all-powerful forces of public opinion and social approval
are formulated by you, in your groups and encounters. The

fate of America is in your hands.
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